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FIRST YEAR MATHEMATICS COURSES. 
"A critical study of the purpose, form, content and organi-
zation of first year mathematics courses at the Uni-
versity of Missouri and elsewhere, with a view 
to finding the courses best suited for 
use In first year cDlleglate and 
higher mathematics work". 
FOR EWORD : 
The writer of this paper ls at present connected with 
a Chinese Government schcol in Peking China, it is his 
prlve•ege to determine, to a great extent, the form and con-
e f.e rn e n t a r y 
tent of the . mathematics courses from fourth grade A · school 
to sophomore university grade of work. The ~roblem Immedi-
ately to hand in the Peking school is the more complete or-
ganlzatlon and motivation of that mathematics material usual-
ly found In first year university and college mathematics 
courses. These first year courses, It seems, form the key to 
the whole mathematics situation, in that they reflect back 
onto and essentially depend upon the secondary school mathe-
matlcs and also · distinctly preware for and .c .oior further 
unlvers·lty work in mathematics and in other subjects as well .• 
Hence the selection of this subject of study: Nathemattas 
courses, because Nathematics Is the writer's special depart-
ment in the whole field of Education; and Ftrst Year courses, 
because they control, in a ~ay, the whole mathematics situ-
at Ion. 
A brief description of the purposes and working of the 
Peking school wi I I serve to better show the relation of the 
writer's work in that school to this study., and wi 11 also 
serve as a description of a unique unit in the field of Edu-
cation at larqe. 
In 1908 the United States Congress voted to return to 
China a portion of the 1900 Boxer Indemnity, each year, 
just as the money was paid In to the United States by China. 
About eleven mi I I ton dollars of the assessed twenty four 
million was to be returned, the period of this Boxer Indem-
nity extending over about forty years. China appreciated 
this act of national good-will, and for the purpose of 
furthering friendly relations between the two countries, 
decided to use this returned money in educating Chinese 
young men (and women) in the universities and technical 
schools of America. According!~ a Board of Educational Mis~ 
sion to America was establ I shed, acccrding to the directions 
drawn up by H.E~Yuan Shih~k'ai, in Peking, for the ~urpose 
of selecting and sending out the students on this fund. It 
was planned to send an average of about fifty students each 
year, these students to remain in the United States for 
five years of study. In carrying out this scheme it was found 
necessary to establish in . Fbklng a special school for pre-
paring these students to get most out of their al lotted time 
In America. Hence the establishment of TSING HUA COLLEGE, 
to which school the writer returns after this (1915-16)year's 
leave of absence. 
This fund mentioned above supports the schoot at Peking 
v e r y g e n e r o u s I' y an d p r ov i d e s I i b e r a I I y f o r t h e f i ft y st u d e n t s 
sent to America each year during their five years' study in 
the best American -colleges and universities. At present the 
students sent out enter easily into second year university 
work. Upon returning to China they are put into government 
an d c I v i I p o s i t I on s , t h e o p po rt u n i t .i e s an d re s p on s i b i I i t i e s 
of which far exceed those of the positions into which Amer!-
can young men o f ccrrespondinq school traininq are able to 
place themselves. 
Fifty students only of the one hundred sixty who enter 
the sch o o I at Pe k i n q are a I I owe d to q o on to the comp I et i on 
of the course and consequent study in America. The avera~e 
Chinese students compare favorably with American students, 
and these specially selected students in the Feking school, 
with a considerable material incentive, form an exceedinq ,ly 
teachable group of students. 
The purpose of the school, as indicated, is to prepare 
who a r e 
these studentsato be s e nt to America to qet most out of 
their five years' study, and to inspire them to find and to 
b r i n g back to Ch i n a that w h i c h sh a I I be cf most I as t i n g 
value to the people · of Chin a , This preparation means more 
than the mere teaching of subjects pre-requisite to second 
year university work. It means a motivation of study in the 
largest sense, a developin g and directinq of ideals and am-
bitlons, a nd the inspiring of th e s tud e nts to se ek out th a t 
in America which they can carry back and USE in their own 
land. 
3. 
T he c u r r i c u I u m an d g en e r a I t ea c h i n g p 1·-an s f o I I ow r o u g h I: y 
those of the American public school system from about fourth 
elementary 
grade A school to second year university grade of work, 
the students entering at about twe-lve or fourteen years of age 
and completing the course In eight years. In these eight years 
they master the English language to a high degree of efficien+ 
cy, acquire a fairly liberal Chinese education, build up a 
strong, healthy physique from the proverbial Chinese scho1ar's 
frailty, and also cover all the subjects pre-requisite to 
second year university work in America. 
We have, in the Peking school, a field very much freed 
from 'traditional' bounds, and as such it can contribute, 
and is contributing, some things of value to the whole field 
of education in China. Thus we see the scope of the field 
of the Peking school is as wide as the scope of education it• 
self. But to pick from this whole field of educational prob-
I ems one within the I imits of this study, the writer has 
settled on that of the First Year Mathematics Courses for 
Oolle•es and Universities, since this field of investigation 
will not only be of value to the writer in his work in the 
Peking school, but it is a field well wcrthy of investigation 
within the University of Missouri itself and throughout the 
whole field of collegiate mathematics. 
The re-organization of the "1American Mathematical Monthly", 
and the recently organized "Mathematical Association of 
America" point out the recognized need of investigation and 
study in the field of collegiate mathematics. Hence this study 
is made. 
4. 
PUR POSES OF THI S STUDY: 
To summarize and state definitely the qeneral purposes 
of this study, we find them to be these: 
I. To find out and to record the actual purposes, form, 
content and organization of first year mathematics courses 
at the University of Missouri and elsewhere, this study 
necessarily leading back into a survey of the secondary 
school mathematics situation and anticipating certainly the 
students' further university work. 
2. To discover to what extent the courses as now organized 
fulfi I their purposes. 
3. To suggest, where possible, some constructive methods 
for making first year mathematics courses more fully real jze 
their purposes, and to carefully formulate what these our~ 
poses are and suggest wherein they might be modified or 
enlarged. 
4~ To contribute to the University of Missouri and to the 
field of mathematics and education at large, any positive 
results of interest in the field of col leqiate mathematics. 
5~ To further prepare the writer to more fully and effici-
ently serve his opp~rtunity and resoonsibi I ity in that phase 
of educational work which demands a professional knowledge 
of the subject, the field of work lying in the conduct of 
the Department of Mathematics in the school at Pekingj Tsing 
Hua College. 
5. 
CHAPTER I. 
A survey of the status of mathematics in the Pekinq school 
and in the hiqh schools of Missouri. 
In t ro ducti on: 
Any study of the first year university mathematics courses 
demands, it seems, some knowledqe of the secondary school 
mathematics courses preparatory to the university courses. In 
this survey of the status of mathematics in the secondary 
schools we cannot avoid meetinq up with the qeneral problem 
of secondary school courses in general. Here we cannot hope 
to do more than point out some qeneral tendencies in second-
ary school instruction and point out some I ines of work in 
this important field. 
I . Ma t hema t ics i n t he Pekinq sc hoo l : 
One purpose of this study beinq that of preparinq the 
writer to more efficiently orqanize the first year univer-
sity qrade of mathematics work in the Pekinq school, it will 
be highly desirable at this point to qive a rather careful 
review of the mathem a tics work now beinq done in that school. 
The mathematics work in each of the eiqht qrades wi 11 be de-
scribed, this work beqinnin q with about fourth qradeelementary 
school Arithmetic and finishinq with Analytic Geometry. So 
far as mathematics is concerned, the students completinq these 
courses are fully ready for the Calculus. 
I. First year 'Middle School'. Here is qiven a 3-hour course 
in Elementary Arithmetic in Chine se by an Enql ish-speaking 
Chinese teacher. The learninq of Arithmetic and the learning 
6 . 
of Engtlsh thereby occupy about equal portions of the student's 
energies. The subject matter of this year's work is simifar 
to that found In the Stone-Millis Intermedtate Arithmetic. 
2. Second year 'Middle School': In this year the J-hour 
Arithmetic course is given in En~lish by an English-speaking 
Chinese teacher. The Stone-Hillis Intermediate Arithmetic is 
used as a text along with appl icatlQn problems from Chinese 
every-day I lfe •. 
J. Third year 'Middle School': The work In this year is in 
process of organization. It purposes to complete the sub-
ject of Elementary Arithmetic as usually understood, to in-
clude some commercial and business phases of Arithmetic, to 
Introduce manual training by way of lighter manual arts work 
and to make excursions into the activities in and outside 
the school. 
4. Fourth year 'Middle School': This grade corresponds ro:ugh~ 
ly to first year American high school. The formal study of 
Algebra Is here taken up, the arithmetic phase being most 
fully emphasized. The nawkes~Luby-routon rirst Course in Al• 
~ebra Is used as a text, and American teachers entirety con-
duct the class work; entirely In En~lish. 
5 •. First year 'High School': Algebra Is continued in this 
year, the class completing in a 2-or J-hour course the Second 
Course tn Al~ebra of the above authors. The students seem to 
be more mature and more capabte of appreciating this grade 
7 •. 
of work than are American students of corresponding schooU age~ . 
6. Second year 'High School': Here Is given a 4-hour standard 
course in Plane Geometry, correlating with advanced manual 
training work and elementary mechanical drawing work. The 
Stone-Ntllts Plane Geometry ls used as a text. The exer-
cises and outside problems are worked out carefully and neat-
ly,unruled loose-leaf note book paper being used. 
7. Third year'High School': The writer has given special 
attention to the work of this year, the other courses more 
nearly fol lowing the tradttional I ines. But in Sol id Geo-
8 . 
metry and Trigonometry there seemed to be found the most 
fruitful and most imperative field for careful analysis and 
organization of purpose and form of the course. A ful I semester 
o f 4 h o u r s a wee k i s a II cw e d f or ea c h of t h e s e c o u rs e s • The 
students, moreover, have ample maturity and capacity for de-
v e Io p i n g very I i be r a I c ours es. 
The Sol id Geometry course includes not onl;y al I the usual 
facts of this subject, but it also inctudes a wider range of 
topic~ such as those primarily connected with the conception 
and measurement and representation of space objects •. The 
Lo~tcal traininC aspect of geometry is made ~ess the feature 
of the course than is the deve~opment of the powers of s~ce 
~erception,and the study of mathematical processes and facts 
worth while in themselves. The Stone-Killis Solid Geometry 
is used as a text for reference mainly. Many of the topics 
of the text are widened and generaJized and carried over into 
other fietds. The method of presenting the THEOREKS often 
differs widely from that of the text. Instead of statin~ all 
the facts of a theorem and then asking the student to ·~rove' 
that which has just been stated as a fact, the proposition Is 
put tc him In this way, taking a special case to Illustrate: 
"Consider the line running from the vertex of a pyramid to 
9 . 
the middle point of its (triangular, paral leliogram, rectangle, 
polygon) base. Is there any relation between the Jength of this 
I lne and the Jengths of the lateral edges and the edges of the 
b as e " • The s t u d y o f t h I s p r op o s i t i o n w i I I I ea d the s t u d en t 
to actually dtscouer the fact for himself that the length of 
th Is Ii ne can be found In terms of the edges when the base Is 
of a certain shape. A i:roposition of this kind arouses within 
the student a thirst for individual dtscouery, the development 
an d or g an i z at i o n of w h i c h i s o f fa r g re at e r v a I u e t o t h e 
student than is his mere possession of the facts of the theQrem 
or his abilit y t o qc thr oug h an apparently futile proof. 
The Trigonometry course fol lows a standard text, Rothrock's 
plane and Spherical Trt~onometry, coverinq not only the 
solution of triangles, but includinq as the fundamental basis 
of the cour s e that phase of mathematics which has to do with 
problems of ROTATION and consequ ent ANGLE FORMATIONJ The 
c ou rs e i s q u i t e c cm p I et e and t ho r o u g h, s i n c e t he st u dents 
corr.e into the course with more liberal and more uniform 
preparation than is the case in first year university Trigo-
nometry courses •. 
8 . Fourth year 'High School': Only the scientific course 
students take mathematics in this year. In the first semes-
ter Is given a s~ hour course in Advanced Algebra, using ftte's 
Oolle~e Al~ebra as a text with Fine's Colle~e Al~ebra for 
supplementary work. More topics are covered and in a more 
riqorous and complete manner than are covered in the Al-
gebra part of the first year mathematics course at the Uni~ 
verslty of Missouri. A full semester is allowed for the 
A lqebra al:one, The students have uniform preparation in 
precedlnq subjects. 
The second semester Is g1 iv en to Ana I yt i c Geometry. A 
standard course is at present qiven. From this course the 
students enter into the Calculus in American universities, 
their equipment belnq uniform, complete and I iberal. 
10. 
The more complete organization and motivation of these 
fourth year 'Hiqh School' courses is the writer''s immediate 
problem in the Peking school. Moreover, hiqher courses are to 
fol low these in succeeding years as the school expands, year 
at a time, into a full-course university. HenceJpartly.> this 
particular study at a representative American university is made . 
I I. Ma th ematics in the Ame ~ir-a n secon da ry sch oo Is; 
The status of mathematics in the secondary schools cannot 
be discussed as a topic independent and ccrmplete in itself. 
Mathematics work must be considered as a part of the whole 
s c heme o f t h e sec on d a r y s c h o o ·" s • Th i s w o u I d i ea d u s i n t o a 
study of the whole field of secondary school education, which 
field, isterestlnq and fruitful as it is, we cannot here enter •. 
We can, however, wel I afford to observe some cf the qeneral 
tendencies, these quidinq the study of any particular subject •. 
What fo 11 ows here shou Id be taken to indicate I: Ines cf study 
rather than the results of any complete study. 
A slqnificant change ls taking place in the very purpose 
and form of th e pub I ic secondary schools. There is a change 
from the conception an::1 organlzaticrn of the h i gh school as 
I I • 
a 'college preparation' or a 'cultural and.intellectual develop-
ment' type of school, to the conception and organization of t he 
h i q h s c ho o I as t he •boys ' and g i r I s ' ti. n t v er s t t 11 " t y p e of s c ho o )I •, 
using the word Vntverstt.l/ In the sense in which It identifies 
State ~niversities of America. Both the State Universities 
an d t he Ill u b I i c 111 i q h sc h o o I s a re s u P p o rt e d b y t h e Pe op l e of t h e 
State, for the needed training of the youn~ people of the 
State, al I for the ultimate service of the ~eople of the State 
as well as for the service of the individuals themselves. 
J u s t as t h e St ate u n i v e rs i t i e s , w i t h t he i r d e f i n i t e- an d 
imperative ~urposes have grown up cut of the more purely 
'cultural' and 'intellectual development' colleges of the past 
and of to-day, so also ls the new high school growing up out 
o f t h e 'p re P a r a t I on f o r · c o I I e g e ' an d mo re p u re I y tn e n t a I d i s c i -
p I I n e' an d 'i n t e I I e c t u a I d e v e I op me n t' h i q h s c ho o I s o f t he pas t 
and of the present. Certainly intellectual - development and 
preparation f or· c ollege are not to be lost sight of; we only 
Insist that this new form and purpose of the public high 
schools be not too ~eluctantly given its piace in the free 
and Impartial pub I ic educational system of the State. 
This new spirit in the high schools----with Its result-
ant change In curriculum of the high schools---- might easl Ly 
be m I s t a k en f D r a 11 s o r t s of de t er t or at i o n s b y v a r I o u s pe r-
s on s viewing the situation from the standpoint of one par-
tlcu1ar subject. For Instance, the mathematics man might be 
alarmed upon learning that the percentage cf pupils in the 
high schools studying mathematics is, in the last three years, 
four percent less than It was in the 07-CB-09 three year 
period. And if the mathematics man be alarmed because of this 
12. 
dropping off In mathematics, more so the science (older sciences) 
and Lat I n pe op I e u po n I ea r n i n g t hat t he re has been a n i n e ~er-
c en t . and a fifteen percent, respectively, droppin~ off of 
pupi Is in the high schools studying these subjects. The tab,l:e 
below shows the percentage cf all pupils in the high schools 
of Missouri studying the different groups of subjects 1-lsted1 
at three different periods of time, viz. 07-08-09, 10•11-12 
and 13-14-15. The group of subjects headed Science includes 
all sciences EXCEPT Agriculture and Domestic Science. The group 
of subjects headed Vocational Includes such subjects as Draw-
ing, Book-keeping and Type-writing, Manual Training, Teacher 
Training and Pedagogy, etc. ( Comp il ed from Mi ssouri Repo rt of· 
Pub I i c Schoo l s, 19 15 , paqe 34 1). 
TA BLF: NO . I. 
Percenta ~es of pupils studyin~ different s ubjects in the 
3-uear periods 07- 0;:;~ 0 9, 10-11-1 2, 13-1 4-15 . 
-----------------------------------------------------------
Percent Studuin~: 07-0i:i-09 10-11-1 2 1 3-14-15 Ratio 14: Oc; 
Mathematics 95 % 93 % 91 % • 96 
Sciences (older) 41 % 3 7% 32% • 7 8 
Latin 54% 47 % 39% .72 
English 95 % 95 % 95 % I. 00 
History & Economics 69 % 69% 71 % I .OJ 
Modern Langu ag es 17% 19% 19 % I. I 2 
Vocation a l 30% 32% 45% I. 5 0 
Ag r. & Dom.Science 12% 18% 35% 2 . 9 2 
----------------------------------------------------------
The table on the ~receding page explains itself. As has 
been pointed out,. the hiqh school is changing from the more 
13. 
purely college· preparation type to the more nearly life -prepara-
tion type. The table fully bears out this observation. Mathema• 
tics and Latin and the older sciences are fosing ~upi1 .s to 
the newer subjects--~-if in consequence of the poor teaohtnC of 
these subjects, then there is cause for worry. But there should 
be no wlld attempt made to turn mathematics courses into car-
pentry, or Latin into a study of Roman hair-dressing or a sub-
ject I Ike Chemistry into a course in candy-maklng. Let these 
subjects fn themselues be improved and made of most consequence~ 
do 
by the proper teachinq of the subjects;.",not fore!' them Tnto 
fields already adequately taken care Df by the proper courses. 
Th Is agal n Is for the student of the pedagogy . of each Individual: 
subject, working in sympathetic and understanding connection 
with the student of the purpose and form of the high school 
organization In qeneral. 
One more paragraph regardinq secondary schools In qeneral: 
Thi~ study is concerned partlculari ly with the students who 
enter the llntverstty, hence we shal I here note the preparation 
in various subjects with which students come into the Uni-
versity. The table on the fol lowing paqe shows the number of 
u n I t s (and p e r c en tag e of who I e ) I n t he v a r i o u s s u b j e c t s , o ff e r-; 
ed at various times, for entrance 
These figures are calculated from 
to the University .of Missouri. · 
in the Registrar's 
the ent ranee cards" of I oo off 1 ce 
whose names begin wi th M, · 
studenthchosen at r andom, for each per_iod of time mentioned ~ 
pr i or to f 9 09. · 
(These recprd~ cover the years to 1915. 
More entrance units were offered in 1915 than 
14 
This total tnorease In number of units offered makes it 
necessary to compare the p6roenta~6s for each subject, of the 
number of units offered. (Ontts per student ltsted below)~ 
TABLE II. 
Nu•ber and p9roentage or entrance untts tn vartous subjeots 
offered by students entBrtn~ at three pertods of ttae. 
---------~----------1so2·to·1909-~-~----~-~~--·----------------
on t ts Offered: Prtor tOA1909 ln 11-12-13 In fall 1915 
Mathematics .3. 0 • 21. 6% .3.0 • 19.4% .3.0 • 18.0% 
Sciences (older) I. 6 • 11. 9% I. 8 • 11. 5$ I. 8 .. 10.7% 
Latin 2.4 • 17.8% 2.2 • 14.6% 2.4 • 14.5% 
Engl I sh J.4 .. 24.6% J.8 .. 24.9% .3. 9 c 2.3. 5% 
Hist & Economics 2.6 = 19.2% 2.9 c 19.0% J.7 • 22.5% 
Modern Languages • 5 "' J.5% I. 0 • 6 • .3% .8 .. 4.7% 
Vocational • 2 .. I. 5% .5 • 3.3% • 6 • 3.6% 
Agr.& Dom.Sc. 0.00= 0.0% • 2 • I. 2% • 4 .. 2.4% 
Total per student 13. 7 = 100% 15.3 = 100% 16.5 = 100% 
---------------------------------------------~---------~------
From the above table we readily see that the qreatest de-
crease in perc~ntage of al I subjects offered for ~ntrance In 
(1902 tp 1909) 
1915 as compared with the years prior to 1909,Aoccurs in 
latheaattcs and Lattn. The percentages of Btstory4 Economtcs, 
Yooattonal Subjects, Sctence {all sctences), and Xodern Lan~ua­
~as, have Increased In corresponding 1,ears. Thus students are 
now coming to the university with less of the former .and more 
of the latter named subjects. So far as mathematics Is concern-
ed, the writer sees In this no serious cause for alarm~ A 
st u d en t's mat u r f t y and d I v e rs I t Y cf t r a I n I n g are b I g g e r as sets , 
ft seems, than the mere knoweledge of a little more of any 
one subject, as praparatlon for further work In that subject. 
Notice the •a~nttude of the percentages for different sub-
.Jects. 
TABLE NO. 111. (numbers) 
Dtvtstons of students aooordt~~ to units in mathemattos offered for entranoe. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OTTERING: J. Less 3 Onits II.lust 3 Ontts III.lore 3 Onits JV •. T.otal oonsid 
---------
.. -~-·-!~--------
----------------
---t--------------
__ ""'!" ____________ 
Part A. alien b loni oBoth all en b 1fom cBoth aKen bNom cBoth ax en b 'ffom C'/'Ot 
i. Math 8. 44 16 60 
2. Log le 1. 84 24 108 
Part B. axen bNom cBoth axen b'fiom cBoth aKen bTiom cBotfJ ax en b Tfom C'/'Ot 
J.E:nter '15 200 70 270 
2.Prior '14 270 180 450 
Part c. aJrt bEn~ cBoth ajr.t t in~ cBoth aArt bEn~ cBoth aArt bEn~ C'l'Ot 
I.Enter '15 270 180 450 
2.Prior '14 450 90 540 
Part D. aArt bEng cBoth aArt bEn~ cBoth aArt bEng cBoth aArt bEn~ C'l'.Ot 
I. Fast I 27 27 54 
2 •. Norm 3 23 42 75 
3.slow 3 15 23 38 
4. A I l 5-h r 65 102 lo7 
Part E. aArt bEng cBoth aArt bEn~ cBoth aArt bEni?, cBoth a Art b En~ c7'ot 
I.Fast I x x 8 7 
2. N. crm 3 x x 228 
J •. Slow 3 x x 38 
4. A 11 5-h r 14 7 206 353 
-~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE NO. I I I., ., Sll 
0 
Dtvtston of students aooordtn~ to untts offered tn mathemattos for entrance~ en 
-0 
-~----~--------~---~~~~~-~--~-~-------------------------~----------------------------- . 
-
OFflRING: I.Less 3 Dnits 11. Just 3 Ont ts lll.llore 3 Onits IV.Total~on-tdered (J1 
----------
--------------- ---------------- ---------------- -----------------
Part A. aNen bfiom . cBoth alfen blfom cBoth alen blf om cBoth aJ/en b'lfom cror 
I.Math 8 30% 69% 40% 34% 25% 32% 36% 6% 28% 44=73% 27% 60=100% 
2.Lo~ic I 36% 75% 45% 39% 12% 33% 25% 13% 22% 84=78% 22%108=100% 
Part B. aKen blfom cArts a'llen b'lfom cArts alien blfom cArts a_lle n b Tf om cTot 
I.Enter' 15 31% 43% 34% 33% 29% 30% 36% 28% 34% 200=74% 26%270=100% 
2.Prior '14 30% 42% 35% 46% 43% 44% 24% 15% 21% 270=60~ 40%450=100% 
Part o. aArt bEn~ cBoth aArt bEn~ cBoth aArt bEn~ cBoth aArt bEn~ cTOT 
I.Enter '15 34% 23% 32% 30% 29% 30% 34% 48% 38% 270=80% 20%450=100% 
2 , P r i o r ' I 4. 35% 21% 33% 44% 48% 45% 21% 31% 22% 450=83% 17%540=100% 
Part D. aArt bEng cBoth aArt b En~ cBoth aArt bEn~ cBoth aArt bEn~ c'f Of 
1. Fast I 15% 4% 9% 19% 19% 19% 66% 78% 72% 27=50% 50% 54=100% 
2.Norm 3 26% 27% 27% 39% 33% 35% 35% 40% 38% 23 =3 I% 69% 75=1 CO% 
3.Sfow 3 33% 17% 24% 13% 22% 18% 53% 63% 58% 15 =.3$% 62% 38=100% 
4.All 5-hr 2:3% 1'9% 20% 25% 26% 26% 52% 55% 54% 65=40% 60% I 67l: 1.00% 
Part E. aArt bEn~ cBoth a Art b En~ cBoth aArt bEn~ cBoth aArt bEn~ cTOT 
1 .. Fast I x x 23% x x 46% x x 31% x x 87=100% 
2.Norm 3 x x 20% x x 45% x x 35% x x 228=100% 
3.Siow 3 x x 29% x x 26% x x 45% x x 38=100% 
4.Al.f' 5-Hr 29% 17% 22% 46% 41% 43% 25% 42% 35% 147=42% 58%353=100% 
·---~----·----------------------------------------------------------------------------
CHAPTER I I. 
The amount of mathemati~s offered by different groups of 
students for entrance to the University of Missouri, 
and some observations on the slqnlflcance thereof~ 
Introduction: 
Leavlnq sPecJal studies In the fle1d of secondary school 
Instruction to the stud~nts of secondary school problems, we 
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now proceed with the tabulation and discussion of the mathematics 
offered by different 'groups of students entering the Unlversfty 
of Missouri at different times •. The table faclnq this page Is 
a condensed summary of data taken from different sources, this 
data belnq more fully explained and justified In the discussions 
of succeeding chapters. In this chapter we shall explain the 
general mechanism of the table, shal I name the sources of the 
data, and shal I make some general observations upon the data:. 
I. Meehan Ism of TABLE NO. 111 ~ 
This table shows the ~ercentaqes of students entering the 
University . at different times and In different groups. ~lffedognts 
certain amounts of mathematics for entrance, these amounts being 
grouped thus .: 
Cotumn J.Less 3 Ontts, means the students offered Algebra and 
Plane Geometry only for entrance. A very smal I percentaqe offered 
Algebra onl:y sh-e~ both were required .. 
Column JI.Just 3 Ontts, means the students offered Algebra~ Plane 
and Sol id Geometry for entrance. In a few Instances Higher 
Arithmetic or Trigonometry was· offered instead of Sol id Geometry. 
Calusn JJJ,lore 3 Ontts, means the students offered Trigonometry 
(ar Higher Arithmetic) In addition to the above subjects fC!>: rentra~o~ 
precediny 
Column 11'. Total Oons . idt:rE\d,,:~hows the totals of the thre·eA cotumns. 
The total numbers are shown in red, and from these totals the 
actual numbers in any co~umn can be readily computed. The actual 
numbers only (not percentages), are shown in TABLE NO. 111"'. ( pre:c.~ge 
In the sub-columns Nen refers to men students who are not Engi-
neering students; wom refers to women students; Kn~ refers to 
Engineering students•; Art refers to men and women Arts students. 
1n caf.umns I, II:, and Ill the sub-cofumns care the sums of the a 
and b sub+co I umns. In Co I umn IV the sub-co I umns a, b and c are 
the sums, res rectively, of the a, b, c sub-columns in 19 11. 111. 
The whole table Is divided into five parts: 
part A. In this part are considered al I the students taking 
mathematics course 8 and logic Co~rse I in the first semester 
of this (i9i5-16) school year. The names of the students were 
furnished by the chairman of each department and the amount of 
mathematics offered for entrance was found from the entrance 
cards In the Registrar's Office. 
pa~t a. In this ~art are considered the non-Engineering students, 
men and women ~ _ _ 
who ente.red the University In the Fall cf 1 915 (row i.) and 
· . · . (row 2:.:) 
who entered during the years ~rlor to 1914.as far back as the 
entrance card records go. i.e. back to the year · r~()2;.; 
part c. This part corresponds to Part B exactly except that 
.here we consider the non-Enqlneerlng (Arts from above Part 8) 
and the Engineering students. 
Part o. In this part are considered all the students who were 
taking the flve..;hour first year mathematics courses In the Fat .I ~6f 
191&. In the sub-cofumns they are separated into non-Englneerfng(~,!!;:11 
17. 
and Englneerlnq (Eng) groups. The three rows 1,2,3, represent, 
respectively, the students in Course I (Elementary Analysis, the 
fast co u rs e) , I n Co u rs e 3 (No rm) (rt Jg on om et r y and A I g e b r a, the 
no rm a I s e c t l on ) , an d i n Co u rs e 3 ( S I ow ) ( T r I g on om et r y an d A I -
gebra, the slow section). Row 4 is the total of rows 1•2 and 3. 
The registrar's records were not avaliable when this data was 
being collected, hence the students were asked to give the data 
regardlnd the amount of mathematics offered for entrance. This 
data was subsequently checked in part and was found to coincide 
with that found in the Registrar's Office. 
a 11 the 
part E. tn this part are considered.students who took the five-
hour first year mathematics courses in certain years during the 
past seven years and who qraduated from the University or are 
st i 11 in the University. Those students who took the courses and 
dropped out of school bef cre graduation are not con~idered~ 
The names of these students were secured from records in the 
from 
Mathematics Offi~e, from the student directory and.the atumni 
directory; the amount · of mathematics offered by each.for entrance 
was then found from the entrance cards in the Registrar's Office •. 
The rows and sub+cglumns of Part E correspond exactty to those 
of Part o. 
An example or two in the use of Table No. Ill wilf. show its 
general use. (a) Suppo·se we are interested in the mathematics 
p rep a rat J on of t he stud en t s i n Co u rs e 8. We refer to part A, r 0 w 1 •. 
Column 1, sub-column a shows t~at 30% of the 4~ men taking the 
course had offered less than three units matpematlcs for entrance. 
69% of the ~i (60+44) women In the class had offered less than 
I 7 '. 
3 units mathematics for entrance; and 40% of al r the 60 men and 
women students in the class had offered less than 3 units for en~ 
trance. From Column IV we learn that there were 44 men and 16 
women In the course in the Fal I of 1915. Thus the class was 
made up of 73% men and 27% women students. 69% of the women were 
required to take mathematics (or logic) having offered l(ess than 
three units of mathematics for entrance (See catalog :.E>f ·Univ.,). Only 
30% of the men in the course, however, were required to take 
mat~ematlcs 1or logic) for this reason. (The 1ast statements are 
f r om Co I um n I •. ) (b). Suppose we want to compare the amounts 
of mathematics offered for entrance by men and by women ., students. 
This can be observed in Parts A and B rows and 2, by compar-
ing sub-columns a and b in each of the first three columns. 
T h u s, i n t h e Fa I I of I 9 I 5 , 3 6 % of t h e men en t e r i n g t he Un i v e rs i t y 
over agaf nst 28% of the women had studied Trigonometry In the 
secondary school!s. (From Part 8, row i:, Cotumn 111,, comparfng 
sub-cotumns a and b.) ('studied Trfgonometry'means 'offer m$re 3 .rlll 
11. Observations from TABLE NO~ 111. 
The data of this table will be used ~rimaril!y in support of 
the discussfons of .the fol lowing chapters. Farts of this condensed 
table will be elaborated and more fully explained~ There are~ 
however, some general observations which might best be made just 
here. These are noted under paragraphs numbered 1, 2. ' 
1. Comparing rows I and 2 of Parts Band C we find In Column 11 I 
entered in the Fal I of r9i5 and 
that t~~ percentage of ~t~dents whoaoffered trigonometry 
for entrance (more 3 units) is higher than the percentage of 
students wh<J entered prior to 1914 (i;e. is~to 191j4)', and offer•al 
Tridonometry for entrance. Copying from Table Na. I I I, Part C, 
Columns 111 and Iv, we have the fol lowinq table: 
TABLE NO. IV. 
comparin~ ,ercentaig,es cf students offering more than three units 
for entrance in ran of 1915 and ~rtor to 1914 (19 o~ to 191J). 
----------------------------------------------------------------
STUDENTS: 
- -
1. Enter '15 
2. Prior '14 
O((er more 3 Units 
17 I = 38% 
I I 9 = 2 2% 
?otal aonsidered 
450 = I 00% 
540 = 1 oofo 
----------------------------------------------------------------
L • tt is generally supposed that boys planning ENGINERRING work 
18. 
take more mathematics in the high school than do boys NOT planning 
Engineering work; also that BOYS in general take more mathematics 
in the high school s th a n do GIRLS. TABLE NO I I I , enables us to 
test out this supposition for students who enter the University. 
Let us consider the students enterinq the University at different 
times and in different qroups (Various Parts and rows of Table 111) 
under these fou .· heads: I. Enqineer, meanlnq Enqineerinq students; 
2. Men Non~Enq, meaninq non-Enqineerinq men students; 3. wo~en~ ~ 
me~ninq women students; and 4. Men & Worn, meaninq non~Enqineerinq 
men students and women students ~ Let us now set up a new table 
from TABLE NO. 111. · 
TABLE NO V .. 
com~arlni amounts or mathematics offered for entrance by En~ineer-
in~ students, by non-En~ ineerin ~ men students, and by women students~ 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
OFF' ER ING: [,. iess 3 ontts JI.Just 3 Units IIJ.Jlore 3 Onits 
[.Engineer 23% 2 l % 17% x 29% 48% 41% x 48% 31% 42% x 
2.Men N-E~ 31% 30% x 30% 33% 46% x 34% 36% 24% x 36% 
3.women 43% 42% x 69% 29% 43 % x 25% 28% 15% x 6% 
4.Men&Wom. 34% 35% 29% x 30% 44% 46% x 34% 21% 25% x 
--~-----------------~------------------------------------~-----
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In using the above table, we make the comparisons verticat~y. 
Thus In cotumn I, first sub-cotumn, we see that 23~ of the Engi-
neering st~dents offered d'e$s than 3 units mathematics for entrance, 
whereas 43% of the women offered 1ess than 3 units for entrance~ 
first 
In cotumn I I l,Asub-column, we see that 48% of the Engineers 
offered offered more than 3 units, whereas but 28% of the women 
entering at a corresponding time offered more than 3 units. The 
row I of first sub-columns are taken fromAPart C and Part B. The second 
row 2 of 
sub-columns are taken fromAParts C and B. The third sub-columns 
are ta~en from row 4 of Part E. The fourth sub-columns are 
taken from row of Part A. 
In every one of these sub-columns we see that the Engineer-
Ing students lead in amount of mathematics offered for entrance; 
non-Engineering men students are next in amount of mathematics 
off~red for entrancer and women students offer 1east mathematics 
for entrance. Thus our supposition Js boene out. 
Here again is a problem for the students of high schoo1 
mathematics courses and for the students of university mathema-
tics courses~ Shal I we differentiate mathematics courses {or 
amounts of mathemailcs required) for BOYS and for GIRLS and for 
boys planning ENGINEERING work? 
' ' Resume of Chapter 11. 
The above general observations from TABLE NO. 111 are minor 
In Importance and significance. The fundamental purposes of the 
tabie will appear in the f~I lowing cha~ters. 
CHAPTER 111. 
The actual: form, content and purpose of the first year 
mathematics courses at the University of Missouri. 
Introduction: 
The mathematics department of the University of Missouri 
serves three rather non-ctearly defined groups of students~ 
19. 
viz. those students going Into engineering work, for whom 
mathematics is a requirement; those students taking mathematlcs 
by free electton, coming from every department of the Univer-
sity, some of them planning to go on into higher mathematics; 
and those students who, having offered less than three units 
entrance mathematics, are required to take at teast three 
hours of mathematics or logic in the University. Some students 
of this third group may bevJrtua1 ·1y members of the second. 
The first year mathematics courses consist of three groups. 
or rather three different courses, cne of which Is made up . ~ 
students separated Into two cl1asses according ta ability. These 
three courses are~ General Mathemattcs, Oourse 8, a one-sem~ 
ester, .3-hour course, meeting the mathematlcs-ioglc require-
ment mentioned abover Ele~entary Analysts, Oourse 1, a one-
semester 5-h~ur course In Algebra, Trigonometry~ Analytic 
the 
Geometry, followed In secondAsemester by Ca 1l1culus. the students 
being picked students~ 1/'rt~onometry and Algs-bra,. Course 3, a 
one+semester. 5-hour course fol lowed by Anaiytlc Geometry In th• 
second semester. Students In this course are divided Into two 
. ' 
.'sect··rons 
sections, acc•rdlnq to abll lty, these~be ng kncwn In thls paper 
as Course .3 (Norm) and 6ourse .3 (Slow). In detail we havef 
20. 
I. General Mathematics, Course 8. 
This Is, as stated, a 3~hour general mathematics course~ 
best defined by the c~ntents of the course as I lsted below~ 
TABLES, of Squares~ of Square Roots, cf Cubes~ of Cube Roots, 
of Logarithms, cf Trigonometric Functions. These tables are 
used In solving problems of area and volume, problems involving 
lang multiplications and dfvlsfons, problems of triangle so1u-
tlon, and ~roblems of areas In general. The s~ide-rule Is made 
the basis of the study of Logarithms~ 
GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION, dealing with plotting tabulated (stat ls~ 
tlcal} data and data given by a functi~nal relation of two 
quantities. 
STATISTICAL TOPICS, Including principles and uses of averages~ 
chance, combinations, pro·babillty, insurance, and scientific 
use and Interpretation of statlttics in general. 
From the content of the course we see that It Is of the 
'practlca~' cn:r 'commercial' or rather 'citizenship' type. The 
course Is primarily 'arithmetical' as distinguished from the 
'geometricai' type~ Students desiring more mathematics take 
Course 3 or Course I or ,, (an~ Courses In ProbabiHty or ,{ar.id} 
Business MathematJcsL 
TABLE NO. I I I shows the previous mathematics training of 
the students In this course. The ~reparation, In extract 
the 
tabUe on~followlng page, Is grouped as Less 3 Ontts and a er lQre 
Ontts, meaning student ts or ts not required to take mathema+ 
offered 
tics (or logic} on account tif the mathematics in entering. 
(Fro• fabls No. III, Part A, row 1). 
21. 
TABLE NO .. VI. 
Kathemattos offered r.rr entrance by XEN and by lONEN in Oourse 8. 
------------------------~-------------------------------------
OFFERING: Less 3 On its 3 1. or 1.re Ont ts Total in d. 
Men students 1.3 = JO% JI = 70% 44 = 100% 
Women students I I "' 69% 5 = JI% 16 = 100% 
Men and Women 24 = 40% J6 = 60% 60 = 100% 
-----------------------------------------------------------~--
Thus we see that 60% of the students In this course ~re 
taking It by free eleotton, being free from the University 
requirement. The remaining 40% are certainly required to take 
mathematics (or logic), yet some of these are also virtualiy 
taking the course by ohotoe as well as by requirement.I•••• 
arso that most of the women In the class have not studied 
Soltd Geometry (offered less than J units entrance mathematics)~ 
The c ou rs e be i n g , as stated, ' c i t i z en sh i p t r a I n i n g ' i n n at u re. 
it Is suited toJ ·and of value to, any student. The question 
arises, however, as to whether or not this citizenship tralri~ 
Ing course Is best suited to that 40% of the class (lncfudfng 
69% of the women in the class) who have not studied Sollfd Geo~ 
metry In the High School!. Because they have not studied Solid 
Geometry, the University requires them to take mathematics or 
logic. Woubd It not seem reas.onable to meet the students' de.-
ffclency f n Soltd Geometry by means ¢ a course more similar 
to Soltd Geometry than is Course 8? The iqgic meets~ apparent6y, 
0 n e phase of the So I I d Ge om et r Y, but not t he re a I one .r for the 
essence of Solid Geometry is ~ot primarily 'logical'' 
training 
but rather 'space perceptional 1 " in purpose and content. This 
appears 
phase of mathematics, Course 8 does not Include. Dlscusslon"iater.t· 
II. Elementary Ana~ysls, Course I. 
Atl students desiring a 5-hour first year mathematics 
course enrol I In l"ourse 3. After three weeks spent In review 
22. 
of Elementary Algebra, a written examination of one hour Is 
given over this work. According to the grades made in this test, 
the students are separated Into three groups; ~hese making 
the highest grades (32% of all) go into Course I; those making 
the lowest grades go into course 3 (Slow), and the remaining 
ones (44% of all), go Into course 3 (Norm) •. Practically nothing 
other than the test in Elementary Algebra entered into the 
selection of the students for these three cFasses. Courses 3 
(Norm) and 3 (Slow) being the same type of course we shall discuss 
these under the general title of Course 3; Course shall be 
~enerally known as the rast Course, since It covers the toplos 
of Algebra, Trigonometry and Anatytic Geometry Jn one semes-
ter, whereas eourse 3 requires a year for these three subjects. 
E 1 l ~ementary Anailysfs, Course I, :ls followed In the second 
semester by The Catcutus, Course 2~ and these are f~J1owed in 
the ne~t year by Differential Equations, Caurse 120~ This sutte 
meets the Engfnee~lng mathematics requirement. The students in 
this suite are, as stated, those standing highest In the Al~ 
gebra test. The Analytfc Geometry laps over Into the second 
semester sQmewhat, and the greater part of the Integral Cat~ 
cutus rs done In connection wlth the Dlfferentla1 EquatiQns 
course Jn the next year. It rs then the purpose of the rast 
sutte to qlve to students In 16 hours of mathematilcs work these 
subjects: Tr£gonometry, Algebra, Ana1ytlc Geemetry (S~hrs)# 
The CaUcutus (5-hrs) and Differential Equations (6-hrs). The 
ordinary courses give to the students In 20 hours these sub-
j e ct s : T rf go no met r y and A I g e b r a ( 5• h rs) , An a ·I y t f c Geom et r y 
(5-hrs),.and Differential and Integral Ca,cul·us(IO hrs). This 
23. 
fast course sutte, then, woutd seem to give to ~fcked students 
and al I 
in 16 hours work Dlfforential £quattortsA .of the subjects covered 
by the other students In 20 hours work. But does the .:present 
organization of the courses produce al I these desired resuits? 
I n an s we r I n g t h i s :, I et u s f fr st ob s e r v e more I n de t a II t he 
ccntent and organization of the fast course suttei 
The one-hour test on Elementary Algebra review work mentioned 
above as a basis for seraratfng students into the three groups 
f s cert a f n I y n e c es s a r y bu t i s not a s u ff i c i en t test. I t d ce s 
not take Into account the previous training of the students In 
mathematics. '. And · in Course I the time allotment for each of 
the three subjects In the f trst semester Is ao J1mfted that 
It ts a••ost absolutely necessary to cut· down the time for 
Trigonometry to about a week. This could we~J be done~ but 
for the fact that 28·% of those put into the fast course (Falt 
1915) had not prevtousJy studied Trigonome~ry. The presence 
of these students necessitated giving more time to Trigonometry 
than was needed for the remaining 72% who ha~ · prevlously 
studied TrlgonometryJ · If, however, Trigonometry In the High 
Schoot, be made a pre-requisite io ~curse I, then ie could 
more efffcfentiy apportion the time to the different subjects. 
The test af<!me !'eaves out a 11 the PERSONAL e:f ement In mak J ng 
the seLectlon crf students for the different courses. It ts not 
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known, In making the separation~ what previous training the 
student has had; It Is not known whether he be Arts or Engi-
neer or Education or Agrlcultu~e; it is n~t known what further 
mathematics work he Intends to take or Is required to take; 
nGthing Is known of the student except his accompi lshment or 
standing in Elementary Algebra at the end of three weeks review 
~f this subject. Thfs, then, Is an evident weakness in the or-
ganization of course I. Further reference to this and remedies 
f~r it, wll I be discussed in the fl I lowing chapter. Here we 
merely point out the facts. 
In order to get an Idea af the student's view of the fast 
courses, a questlonaire was sent to al I students now in the 
U•iverslty whQ have taken one or more of the fast 
courses. Forty two of the ninety students to whom the questlon-
alre was sent responded. The rep I ies were unsl~ned thus lncreas~ 
Ing the probability of their re. ~esentlnq the students' honest 
opinions. The question asked was this: "Are you satisfied, or 
do you regret, having taken the fast courses instead of the 
ordinary courses in corresponding yearsi" •••••• . "Why?• ••• 
Betow are given some typical replies: •••• "I am satisfied ••• 
I feel that to have spent a whole semester on Algebra and 
Trigonometry (ordinary courses) would have been time wasted. 
But for th.Qse who have n.ot had Trigonometry In High Sch.o:ol, 
It might be advisable that they take the ordinary courses" ••• 
An.other reply runs thus: ••• " I regret lt •••• I might have 
majored In mathematics had I had a good thorough fQundatlon 
-In ordinary courses ••• I _had nothing past Plane Geometry In 
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p re pa rat o r y s c ho o I • I s ho u ·I d adv I s e on I y t h cs e st u de n t s w h o 
have had Trlgon~etry or Analytic Geometry previously to try 
Course I" ••• Still another: ·•"'have al·ways been satisfied 
with the fast courses.~ •• Time was teft for advanced mathema~ 
tics courses".~-
lt Is dlfficuJt to tabu~ate the digest of these repiles. 
It was found, however, that 40% of the students answering the 
questlonalre preferred the ordtnary courses, the reason in-
variably given being the lack of preparation in Trigonometry 
and Geometry. Those preferring the fast courses did so on the 
basis of time being saved from the Trigonometry and Algebra for 
more advanced courses (Dri:fferential Equations). 
The positive conclusions to be drawn from the questlonaire 
are these: For students of inadequate mathematics preparation 
the fast course le not satisfactory, and for students of good 
prepar.atlon too much time is given to the Trigonometry, thus 
~obblng the other subjects of time necessary for them. Most of 
the students quite distinctly appreciated the general plan of the 
fast courses, s~me, however, beinq almost bitter toward the 
plan of arbttrartly ·assigning students to the fast course, which 
they felt was not suited to their need. 
As regards the content of Course I, w~ might here note that 
three separate text books are used In the one semester's work: 
Rietz & Crathorne Ccllege Algebra ($1.40), Kenyon & lnqald 
Trigonometry ($1.35) and Zfwet & Hopkins Analytic Geometry ($1.6tt~ 
Much pf the mateirial of the texts is necessarily o .. mltted or 
dt·fferently treated. There can result only loss of time and 
energy In chanqlnq from the notation of ~ne text to that of 
another and In picking from a rather voluminous text only 
isolated topics. The number of different texts used and the 
appreciable cost thereof, wautd seem to point stronqly to 
the need of a singl.e· text comblnlnq all these topics. The 
proposition of Combtnatton Texts will be discussed in the 
folJawlng chapters. (Cf. pages ff,34,44,52,55,and 56). 
I I I. Trigonometry and Alqebra, Course 3. 
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This c.aurse, as stated, Is run In two types of sectlons,vlz. 
the 'Normal• section, made of the students making mediu• grades 
In the test, and the ~lo~ section, made up of students making 
the lowest grades in the test. These courses are fol lowed, In 
the second semester, by Analytic Geometry, and In the second 
year by Differential and Integral Calculus. The topics covered 
In both sections are practically the same, the work differing 
mainly In Intensity and number of exercises. 
The content of the Algebra part of Course 3 is about that 
of a standard College Algebra course, omitting, however, such 
topics as: Complex Numbers, Horner's Method and Decartes' Rule 
of Signs, General Treatm$nt of logarlt~ms, Limits and Infinite 
Serles, and Theory of Determl.nants. Some speclai: attentl_on Is 
, . 
given to Graphic Approximation to Roots and to some of the 
.pr,ablems of Probabll lty, Permutations, and Combinations. 
The content of the Trigonometry Is alsG about that of a 
standard Plane Trigonometry course. t~plcs omitted being: 
· Trigonometric 
Trlgonometrtc Equations, l~yers~~ ,Functlons, De Molvre's Theorea1; 
Complex Numbers, and topics of Analytic Trigonometry. 
2 1. 
Analytic Geometry, Course 4, follows Course 3, In the 
second semester. This Is a standard course In Plane Analytic 
Geometry with two weeks spent on S+ace Analytics. Determinants 
of Any Order and Compiex Numbers are omitted. The text now In 
use includes some processes of the Calculus which, It seems, 
had best be left to the Catculus. 
IV. Distribution and grades of students In first year courses. 
Numbers and percentages of Arts apd of En~ i)neerinit, students (Fal I 1915 
In the various 5-hour first year courses••'eshown below: (From 
reco. tds In the Mathe.mattes Office). 
· I ABLE NO. VI h 
( Dtstrtbution or Arts and En~ineers in first year 5-hr coursest 
IN Fl RS7' YEAR: Course l(F) Course 3(N} Course 3(S} All Courses 
Arts students 26 = .3 .3 % 37 = 47% 15 = 20% 78=100% 
Engineers 25 :s 24% 48 = 47% 30 = 29% 103=100% 
A II students 51 = 28% 85 = 47% 45 = 25.% 181=100% 
Thus we see that the 1-ercentage of al I AHs students in Course 
is higher than the peroentage of all Engineers in the course; 
~n course .3(N) the percentages are the same; and in Course J(S) 
there is a higher percentage of Engineering students. We should 
expect just this t~ing, since the Arts students are taking the 
courss by free election whereas the Engineering students are 
all required to take the courses. 
On the fol lowing page is tabulated the numbers and percent-
ages of Arts and of Engineerini students taking first semester 
5-hour courses, who do take and who do not take the fol low-
ing second semester courses~ (From records in Mathem~tics Office). 
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TABLE NO. YIII.. 
Students tn rtrst semester and tn correspondtn~ second seaester 
mathemattcs courses, separated as to Arts and En~tneers. 
~----------------------------------~----------~--------------
'fAKING . JIATR: f trst Sem. Sec'nd Sem Drop lath 
Arts Fast I' 26•100% 16•62% 10 • .38% 
Arts Norm ~ ..... .37•100% 16•4.3% 21 • 57% 
Arts Slow .3. 15•100% 4•27% !I I • 7.3% 
ALL ARTS 78=100% .36=46% 42 .. 54% 
Engs Fast J. 25•100% 24•96% I • 4% 
En gs Norm J. 48•100% 3 9•81 % 9 • 19% 
Engs Slow .3. .30•100% 16•5.3% 14 • 47% 
ALL ENGS I0.3•100% 79=77% 24 = 23% 
-------------~---------~·----------~~·~~-~---------------·--~-
Thus we see that but 46% of the Arts students taking the 
first semester mathematics courses continue with the fo ,liow-
Ing second semester courses, whereas 77% of the Engineering 
students continue with the second semester courses. The Engi-
ne•rlng students are supposed to go on with the second semes-
ter courses, those dropping out having ff'a.l led' "'Jt or left 
school. But no~ al I the Arts students who dropped out of the 
mathematics courses ffl%lfed , t --~they mere~y did not e~ect 
mathematics the sec.end semester •. But what of it? The fact is, 
Arts 
~-~ cf theAstudents . who elect mathematics the first semester 
do . not elect mathematics the second semester. This being the 
case, we naturally ask, are the one-semester mathematics 
courses taken by these students,the courses which, in the one 
semester only, give them the best mathematics training. This 
proposition will be discussed 1.n the next chapter~ Here we merely 
9otnt .~t the facts, to which reference will be made later. 
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Let us 
observe now the distribution of GRADES among the three 
courses,, Course I:, Course 3 (Norm), and Course 3 (S.liow), keeping 
In mind that Course I Is made up of the (suppoeedly) best 
third of all s ... hr •. mathematics students; Course 3 (Slow) ls 
made up of the poorest fourth of all 5-hr. mathematics students; 
Office). 
and CQurse 3 (Norm) Is made up of the rest'. (Records, Mathematics. 
TABLE NO. IX. 
Dtstrtbutton of ~rades amon~ courses ~ Course 1, Courses 3(N) 4 a(S) 
~---------------------------------------------------------------
GE'f GRADES: g 4 s Jr I 
' 
I ~ 
' 
Total 
Arts Course I 6:0:62% 10=38% 0· 0% O• 0% O.= 0% 26=100% 
En gs Course 15=60% 10•40% O• 0% O= 0% o~ 0% 25•100% 
A II Course I 31=61% 20=39% O• 0% O• 0% O• 0% 51=iOO% 
Arts Course 3 (N) 21•57% l6s:43% Os 0% O= 0% 0= 0% 37•100% 
En gs Course 3 ( N) 6s:l3% 30•6.3% Jl•24% O• 0% 12•24% 48=100% 
Al I Course 3(N) 27932% 46•54% 12•14% O= 0% 12•14% 85=100% 
Arts Course 3(S) O= ori 3=20% 7•11% 5=33% 12•80% 15=100% 
Engs Course 3(S) . 2• S% 9·3~% I 2•;i9% 9•28% 21•67% 32=100% 
.A II Course (3S) 2• 4% 12=26% 19•40% 14•30% 33•70% 47•100% 
Total 5-hr Math. 60•33% 78•43% 31=17% I 4= 7% 45•24%183 .. 100% 
·-----~~~-~+-~~+~~~-+~+~---------~------------------------------
The pootlng of grades of a~I 5-hour mathematics students 
agrees fairly cJose~y with the normaltzed percentages, these 
being: E&S to 25% of students; M to 50%; and l&F to 25%. 
the 
We expect, from.fcrm of dlvtslon of students, that those 
In eeurse I wt 11 make highest grades and those In Course 3 (S) 
~II I make lowest grades. The effect of this 'predestining' of 
grades will be discussed later •. 
If, In the above table,we calculate perc~ntages uerttcatly, 
we get the itercentages of each of f Ive g.rades go Ing t. o each 
co.u rse. 
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TABLE NO. X. 
Number and percenta~e of E4S,N,I,r, ~rades to each 5-rhr course. 
-----------~-------------------------------------------------
GRADES GJVE'N: E4S /( I F l~F No.Students 
Course I ( F) 31=52% 20•26% •· 0% O= 0% O• 0% 51 • 28% 
C curse 3 ( N) 27•45% 45•5 S% 12=.39% O= 0% 12=27% 85 = 46% 
Course 3(S) 2"" 3% 12 .. 15% 19•61% I 4=LOO% 33•73% 47 • 26% 
A 11 Grades 60=100 77=100 31=100 14=100 45=100% 183 
---+----·-------------------------------------------------------
Here again we see that Course I (F) absorbed a big percentage 
of the E & S g rad es , w h t I e t o C ou rs e 3 ( S) f e I I the b I g p e r cent-
age of l&F grades. This theme wi II be discussed later. 
' \ Resume of Chapter 11 I. 
In resume o-f this chapter, notice that the chapter con-
tatns tabulations of FACTS, definitions of ISSUES, and announce-
ments of PROBLEMS, al I relating to the study of the fprm, 
purpose, and organization of first year mathematics courses. 
In the next chapter these FACTS wil I be used in meeting ISSUES 
and In solving PROBLEMS raised in this study. 
SOME EXTRA DATA: 
The fil lowing data m~y be of interest to some, hence i& given~ 
TABLE NO •. A •. (From records in Mathem~ffJ;~). 
~rades tn Calculus of En~ineerin~ and of Educatton traduates: 
------------------------------------------------------------
GET GRADES: E'~S /ii l~F Total Observed 
Education Grad 95•59 % 56=35% 9= 6% 160 
"" I 00%· 
Engineer Grad 146•29% 280=56% 75=15% 500 = 100% 
Ed & Eng Grad 24t•37%- 336=50% 84=13% 660 
"" 
100% 
' . --------------- - -------------~-----------------------------
BOHi Education a11d EnQJneer graduates are above normal. in number of graoes number o~ tne E~S~and below in .... ~t&F~ What students get.-balacing l&F grades? 
·· ~rad es 
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CHAPTER IV. 
How the first yaar mathematics courses might be made to more 
now 
fully realize their pur~oses, and.some ~dditlonal pur-
poses might be served by the present courses 
and by courses to be proposed. 
Introduction: 
Taking up the Issues .cf . the preceding chapter,. we sha,11 
here mo re f u '' I y an a I y z e and d Is cu s s t he s I tu at I on s , s ha I I 
,r.raposeand justify some positive recommendations for making 
the present courses more fully real lze their purposes, shal I 
propose ~ some modifications and extensions of these purposes• 
shalt suggest some new mathematics courses, and shal I discuss 
more fully the question of the form and content of the present 
and the proposed courses. 
I. Regarding General Mathematics Courses: 
As p~lnt~d out in the preceding chapter, there is an 
appreciable sized group of students now in General Mathematics 
Course 8, (half of whom are women), who, having not studied: 
Solid Geometry, are req.uired t .. o take mathematics or Joglc in the 
University. The most ~racticable course o~en to these stude~ts 
Is General Mathematics Course 8, a ctttzenshtp tratntn~ type 
of course. This course has a vatuable and needed purpose and 
ls adequately fulfl 11 Ing Its purpose. It cannot, moreover, be 
materlall'y changed without loss of efficiency. Hence In order 
to meet the apparent need of a Space Peroeptton type of course, 
it seems necessary to establ Is~ an entirely new course, co+ordl~ 
nate with Course 8, this new course covering the more I iberal 
fieid .cf Sot Id Geometry and including some elements of the 
Des c r I pt I v e Geom et r y an d any ot he r s u b j e c t s w h I c h w i I I he Ii p 
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tp develop In the student the 'power of s~ce visual lzatlon'. 
(Cf. paragraph regarding So1 id Geometry in the Peking School, 
page 8, and also quotation from letter of Profess«r Roever, 
regarding value of Descriptive Geometry, page 54. ). 
A course of this tyie wouid be ~f vafue Jn Itself, would 
be m . .-e In keeping with the spirit of the University require-
ment, and would relieve Course 8 In Its 'citizenship training' 
aspect of that c~ntingent of students desiring a different ty~e 
of course. Some students now taking logic by Wniv.ersity 
requirement might prefer this new mathematics course to the 
Jogic. 
Administrative considerations need not interfere with the 
scheduling . ~ thl.s new course. The three sections of course 8 
schedu1ed for next y~ar (1916-1~) couid be replaced by two 
sectloris of the same type of Course 8 and one or two seottons 
of the new course 
of the new course. Two sect I on s Awou1t 1d d oub t 1tie ss be needed,. f Gr 
three sections of fourse 8 are now scarcely adequate tc 
acc~odate the stud~nts desiring the course. Moreover, by 
retlevlng Course 8 cf those students desiring a s1aoe type cf 
course, Course 8 Itself could possibl~ draw more free electton 
students to I ts e I f. Further d I s cuss I on of the s c h.e du I i n g of 
these courses wll I occur later. This new course as proposed 
just here, shal I be known as the proposed SPACE OOORSE, abbre-
v l;ated to Course (S:). Do not confuse with Course 3 (Slow). 
.3.3. 
I I. Reqardlnq select Ion of students for Course I; 
It was shown In the preceding chapter that the present 
method of seiectlng students f~r the fast course lets Into 
the c~rse students with no knowledge of Trigonometry. The 
attempt to give even the briefest course in this subject, robs 
the other subjects to be ~resented In the one semester of the 
time allotment necessary for them~ A pre~requlslte of Trigono-
metry for Course I would permit of cutting down the time 
allotment for Trigonometry to a single week of reviewp thus 
I fberating two or more weeks for the other subjects~ This 
Trigonometry _pre+requlsite wouJd not cut out an undue number 
.~ students from Course I, since this year, without -reference 
to pre-requisites, but 28% of those ln the course had not 
st u d I e d T r I go no~ et r y p rev I o u s I y. A mer re c are f u I and p e rs on a I 
selection of students for the course would yield as large a 
class and as well prepared a class as does the present method 
of selection by examination only •. 
111 •. Regard I nq TEXTS for Course I; 
Course I at present uses three separate texts In the ~ne 
semester's wcrk. The Trigonometry pre-requisite would all but 
eliminate the Trigonometry text, yet something f~r review and 
reference would stll I be necessary. Hence It would seem highly 
desirable to use In this course one of theyrecently published, 
or about -- to ··be published, Oombtnatton text&, combining. In a 
unified whole the subject matter of Algebra, Trigonometry and 
Analytic Geometry. Wider appl lcation of each of the subjects, 
better correlation, and avoidance of time loss would result. 
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IV. Summary Qf i:l ·resent and ,.roJ)osed p I an of ,fast oou rs es·: 
The present plan and ~roposed plan for the fast suite of 
c.ourses are given be ,low In parallel· cotumn~ 
~-------------~----~----P---------------~---------------~--~-
PrB SBnt Plan 1 Propossd P!an I 
Three weeKs' Algebra review, Same review and test, hlgh-
1-hour test, highest 28% go est 35% with knowledge of Tri-
tp course I, no pre-reQulslte 
or rersonal element In selec-
tion. 
Trigonometry given short 
time fo.r 28% of class; lnade-
Quate for these and for others 
more than necessary. 
Three se~arate texts In one 
semester's work. Contlnult9 
loss results. 
Calculus second semester, 
I n t e g r a I pa rt r u n n I n g o v e r I n 
to next year. Poorer stucjents 
drop to ordinary Analyticsat 
end of 1st. semester .. 
Complete Calculus and Dlf-
ferentlat EQuatlons 2ndJ year 
gonometry considered further 
for course I. Personal element 
In selection. 
Trigonometry ~re-reQulsite 
permits of I-week review only, 
and savfng time for other sub-
jects. 
Combination text, procuring 
correlation and preventing 
notation-change loss. 
Completion of Analytics sec-
ond semester, Then Differential 
and Introduction to lntegr~I 
Calculus. Poorer students drQP 
to drdlnary Calcu)us end lst.sem. 
Finish Cail'culu·s 1st.semester. 
Differential EQuatlons proper In 
Calculus-completed students second semester .. Compteted•ca·l!cu.;. 
enter begin 1st. semester. lus students enter begin 2nd ... sem. --~---~-~-------~---~-------~~J------------------~--~--~--~~·--
t he 
The above summary shows a few simple alterations In.form 
and organization of 6ourse w h i c h , I t s e e ms , ~10lil I d ma k e t h e 
tast courses more fully realize their exceedingly worthy 
purposes .. More Qf the personal element In the selectl~n of 
students for the course, and the use of a c0~blnatlon text In 
the first semester's WDrk are the essential recommendations. 
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v. Reqardfn~ one-semester mathematics courses for Arts students. 
Attent Ion was cal led ta the fact t'hat 54% of the Arts, 
J~e .. aH non-engineering, students who e· lected the flrst semester 
cf five-hour mathematics, did not elect the corresponding or 
rather the fol lawing second semester mathematics caurses. 
Those who dropped out of Caurse I ,dild so with the better prepar,. 
atlon In mathematics, having to their credit three subjects 
Instead of but twc as Is the case where a student drops out 
at t he e n d . of the f I rs t s e mes t e r o:f f ou rs e 3. I n case oif 
th~se taking only Course 3, ft seems that this Is not the 
best .po.ss lb le course. The student gets, In Algebra,. I ittl·e 
more than a review of good High School Adgebra. In Trigonometry 
he gets the merest fundamentals of ff1ane Trigonometry, even this 
being review work f~r 45% of the students •. 
But what Is to be done? One suggestion Is this~ Transfer 
to Course s~ general mathematics, those desiring only one 
semester .of mathematics. ff a student thus transferred has not 
had Splld Geometry In the high ~chool~ he might with pr~flt 
take the prapased Space G'ourse, In add .-ltlon to 6.ourse 8 .. 
Administrative considerations need not ~event this as wl 11 be 
shown l! ater~ 
Ano·ther way of s,olvlng the pr.obl!em Is thlsf ~xpialn more 
ca ref u I liy In the catalogue and t.o the students In person, the 
exact nature and pur pa:se of the first year courses. thus 
avo t -d Ing some of the 'misfits•. There should be no dlfflculity 
In the way of having enough of the mathematics men In the office 
during registration week to explain the courses c.;1;o · t .tr&1 students 
Perhaps the most satisfactory way of making the five-
hour first semester mathematics course ' best suited to the 
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needs of Non-Engineering students who take only the one sem-
ester of mathematics, Is this: Establ lsh a five-hour one-
·' semester course, complete In Itself, yet having a cfosely 
connected second semester sequel, the two semesters' work pre-
paring adequately for the Calculus. This course would run co-
ordinate with the regular Course J~ This would mean, vlrtua~ ly, 
separating the Arts and Engineering students. This pian 
was In operation In the Mathematics De.partment of the University 
some ten years ago, the Arts course then being a three-hour 
Algebra and Trigonometry course In the first semester and a 
three-hour Analytics course In the seccnd semester. The spssd 
of this first semester course was about that of the ~resent 
Coursel 1 At that time only 12 of the 68 students takin<l the 
first semester work did not go on with the second se•ester 
work •. Thus at that time but 18% of the students e 1llectlng the 
(Trigonometry and Algebra) 
first semester mathematics: did not eJect the second semester 
Analytics 
course, whereas at present 54% of those 
(Trig.& Alg.) 
semester.course do ·not eiect the second 
electing the first 
Analytics 
semesterA course .... .. This 
Is perhaps due to the technical dlfflcutty at that time of not 
continuing a course through the year~ For then the University 
courses were on the fear basts, whereas now they are on the 
•••ester basts. The study of the relative value of the year 
basis pian and the semester basis ptan for different courses 
~ouid make a vaiuab1e study In Itself. Here we merely note the 
facts regarding first year mathematics c~urses. Under the year 
basis plan the qreater part of the students starting with a 
first year 3-hour mathematics course got, In the YEAR (total 
of 6 hours), the three subjects, Algebra~ Trigonometry and 
Analytic Geometry. Under the semester basis plan over half of 
the students starting with a first year 5-hour course get, in 
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(tot a I of 5-hours) 
the one SEMESTERAonly two subjects, viz. Algebra and Trigonometry •. 
Thus, In 6 hours spread through the YEAR, the students got three 
different subjects, whereas,under the semester basis plan, the 
students get In the 5 hours of the one semester bot two differ-
ent subjects. The final proposals concerning this matter wll I 
be shown up in better perspective at the close of this chapter(p •. 45)1. 
VI. Regardinq seqreqation of students in first year mathematics. 
The students taking first year mathematics come into the 
courses with varied preparation and more varied needs and pur-
poses. Evidently various types of first year courses are needed. 
each individual course belnq designed to meet the needs of a 
partlcul!ar group cf students. ~ The working out of these various 
courses and the separation of the students for the courses has been 
receiving careful! and persistent attention in the Department of 
Mathematics fo~ several years. A large ~ortion .cf this study is 
concerned with this very same problem. The writer's plan of or-
ganlzatlon of first year courses calls for some wholly new courses, 
calls for certain re-adjustments in selection of students f~r 
various courses, cal Is for some changes in the content of the 
courses, and for expediency In ~aking the re~adjustmentj it ca1~s 
for replacing certain courses with their pecul!iar organization 
by d1lfferent courses with a different basis of organ -lzationl 
This last remark refers Qarticu1arly to Course 3 (Norm) and 
Course 3 (Slow). The purposes of these courses the writer be-
1 ieves can best be fulfi I led by means of a different select Ion 
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of students and by different types of courses. We now proceed with 
the writer's criticisms of the prlncl'"e of se1ectlon of students 
fer these courses. The purTJose of making the segregation al ~ ways 
remains the samep viz. the best adjustment of Instruction to 
the needs of the students throuqh the medium of differentiated 
courses and differentiated qrouplng of students. 
Referring to TABLE N0. IX, paqe 29, we find that 61% of the 
students In Course (Fast) received the grades E&S; 54% of the 
students In Course 3 (Norm) received the qrade M; and 70% of the 
students in Course 3 (Slow) received the grades r&F. (lst.sem.j5 .. js6) 
This is as we would expect from the plan of dividing the students 
lrito ~ood, medtum and poor groups for the three courses mentioned. 
we see that we have placed In the fast course (Course I) a group 
of ~ood students,61% of whom are to receive the grades E&S. In 
the slow section of Course 3 we have a grau~ of poor students~ 
70% of whom are to receive the grades 1$F. And in the normal 
section of Course 3 we have a qroup of medtum abil tty students~ 
54% of whom are to receive the grade M~ What effect wili this 
grouping of students with virtually pre~determlned grades have 
upon the actual work of the students in each group? The writer 
bel leves that the actual accompl lshment, regardless of grades~ 
of the ~oor students wll I be less because of the tack of lnsplra~ 
tlori In the class given by better students and because of the p.ree~:: 
ence of &uch a iarge ~roportion of students unabte ta do the work. 
3 9 . 
The actual accomplishment of the qood students wi 11 be less be-
cause the class 
as a w'h o I e w i I I t e n d t o I! a g i n e n e r q y , k n o w i n q f u l Ir we i I t h a: t 
the E 's & S 's w i 1, I be o j en t i f u b and the I ' s & F 's exceed i n q l y 
sparse. Grant all the advant aqes 0f this type of seqreqation 
by way of qraduation of content and conduct of the class to 
the abli ity of the students, yet the vsucholo?,ical effects in 
this seqreqatlon wil~ outwei q h all other considerations. A 
to be defe a t ed by t he metho d used for qettin q the results 
principle of reco qnized merit see ms ~ The who~e question is desired. 
very much a matter of personaf ooinion and observation of the 
actual effects on the students the mse~ues •. 
The real solution of the probl:ern lies, ~erhaps,, not in 
seqreoation or non-seqreqation into '?, ood, medium, and 'f)oor 
sections of practical fy the same course~ but the solution I ies, 
perhaps, . in est ab Ii sh i no different cours-es, and then out into 
. ~bi l ity, 
these courses the students, ~ ood, medium and poor 1n ~, accord-
ing to the fitness of the student for the oarticular course 
recommended for him. This aqain will be fully outlt ined a·nd 
discussed in 1:-R ter oaraoraohs •. 
VII. Reqa rdinq the need for a Pr eoa r a t io n Co u r se : 
Part D 
Refer r i n q to TABLE N 0 .: l 'l r , • we 'f i n d that 2 6 % of the students 
i n Fa ll 19 15 
in Courses 3(Norm) a:nd 3(Slow),.,.have not studied S0lid Geometry 
in the high school (i.e. offered tess than 3 units entrance math.)i. i 
The very fact, moreover,. of the establ ishrnent of the Slow sec-
tion of Course 3 confesses the inabi I ity of the students in this 
section to do standard elementary Triqono~etry and Col Leqe A~qe­
bra work. Also we saw that 70 % of the I's & F's qiven to the 
5-hour mathematics students went to students in this Slow 
section(2 sections) of Course 3~ From these facts we can but 
concllude that there is an ap1oreciable sized qrouo of students 
takinq first year mathematics who are not doinq satisfactQri ly 
the most eiementary standar~ Triqon~rnetry and Col leae Al~ebra 
war k • W h at c an b e d o n e ? 0 n e so I u t i o n i s , t o I• e t t h i n a s s t an d 
as they are~ the students not beinq able to do the w0rk in 
Course 3 (Stow) belnq autorTJaticaldy and in due time ell iminated 
from mathematics. But we . must keep in mind that eiimination 
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from a 5-hour mathematics course carries with it a stronq possi~ 
bili lty of the el!hrnination of the student from the University1;· 
for failure in 6 or 7 hours w.ork me¢ins dismissal from the 
University entirely. Another possible soiution is this: Estab-
lish a PREPARATION OODR SE in ma thematics fo.r students who, for 
any reason. promise to be not able to make a grade in a fu•ly 
standar-d Triqonometry and Col leqe Alqebra course. Let this 
Pr-ewar-atton @ur-se be what the name siqnlfies~~~a course de-
siqned to prepare an inadequately preJDared,. or a poor ability, 
or a la zy, indifferent, student to make a arade in a fullly 
standar~ 5~hour course when once he ~s admitted to such a 
c CD u r s e as C o u rs e 3 ( St a n d a r d ) • To t h e i n ad e q u at e I: y o re p a red 
student such a course would qive that preoaration which would 
enable hfm t0 compete un-h a ndicaoped with the better prepared 
students in Course 3 (St a nd a rd). To the poor ab ·i I ity student 
such a course would aive added preoaration and increased con-
fidence which oould put him in a better position to make qood 
in the Standard Course 3 if he must t a ke it. And to the lazy 
student this course would atlow no shadow of doubt as to the 
justice- of his eiimination in cas e he fai, ts in this or later 
courses. 
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The mere ~r~oosal of this Preoaration Course put us at 
the very core of the question now before the University, viz J . 
the question of the division I ine between university courses 
and hiqh school courses. Beth universit ies and secondary sc l1ools 
n ow q i v e f i r s t c o u rs e s i n Ge rm an , F re n c h , G reek :, H i s t o r y , 
Physics, Chemistry, Domestic S cience ~ Advanced Alqebra, Tr1qo~ 
nornetry~ . etc, etc. The University of Missouri has ju st thrown 
ooen its various deoartments to students offerinq a i ~ost any 
comb i n at i on 0 f sub j e ct s , st u d led i n an a po. roved h i q h s c ho o Ii 
course of four year s ~ Hence next year, or surely the next, 
students may be exoected to enter th e Unive r s ity with no know-
ledqe of math ema t ie:s beyond e.le rne nt,a ry _ se hool Arithm~t!cthe 
University admits these stud e nts to, say, the Enqineerinq De-
oartment (virtually does so, if not techniicatly) .• The Enqineer-
inq Oeoart~ent then reauires of its students for qraduation 
a know4edqe of mathematics includinq the Caiculus. The most 
elementary course offered these would~be Enqineers, is Advanced 
A I q e b r a and T r i q o n o 1111 e t r y i n C o u r s e 3 ., Ev i: d e n t 11 y ma t h em at i c s c o u rs e s 
elementary 
between A school Arith metic and Colteqe Alaebra are, or 
soon wi 11 be, needed .. 
Combininq then the oresent ne ed of a Preparation Course 
for poorly prepared a nd ooor a bi I ity suadents ., with the near 
futute need for an intermediate cours e r we have a doubled 
necessity for the establishment of the orooosed Preoaration 
Course. 
The Administrative situation to be met is this: The seqre-
qatton of students into ~ oo d , medium and poor arouos for 
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Courses I (Fast), 3(Norm) and 3(Slow), OR the proposed sepa-
ration of students for the three distinct courses, viz., 
Course I (Fast), Course 3(Standard) and the Preparation Course, 
demands that a suite of these three courses be run at each of 
two morning hours, with overflow sections of Course 3 (Undivi-
ded) in the afternoon. The only administrative difficulty in 
the way of establishing this Preparation Course might be be-
cause of an insufficient number of students for fil I inq two 
sections of the course. This difficulty, however, is met In 
this way: Make the Pre paration Course a three-hour course-· 
Th i s i n i ts e I f i s good , i n that i t au tom at i ca I I y reduces t he 
number of hours on the weak student's schedule- Then 
schedule the three-hour courses, Course 8, the proposed Space 
Course, and the .. Ft-eparat Ion Course, a l I at the same hour with 
the five-hour courses. The schedule of the three-hour c ourses 
be 
~ i g htAarranged thus: 
TAB LE NO . B. 
Dau schedule of three 3-hour first year Mathematics Oourses. 
------------------------------------------------------------
ON 'I'HE DAYS: Non 
At 1st.Morn Hr. 8&P 
At 2nd.Morn H~ S 
At Both Hrs. I &.3 
rue 
s 
8&P 
l&J 
i'led 
8& P 
s 
I &J 
'fhu 
s 
8&P 
I &J 
Fri 
8&P 
s 
I &J 
Sat 
s 
8&P 
------------------------------------------------------------
"8" above means Course 8, General Mathematics. 
" P " above means t he P r o Po s e d P r·e P a rat i on Co u rs e. 
"S" above means the proposed Space Perception course. 
"I" above means Course I, Elementary Analysis. 
".3" above means Course 3, Triqonometry and Algebra, this course, 
.shown later, to be divided into "Arts" and "Enq" sections. 
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The above scheduling permits a Preparation Course student, 
by increasing his schedule by but one hour, to get the Space 
Course on the day-hours I !berated from his original schedule 
by changing from his scheduled 5-hour mathematics Course 3 to 
the Preparation Course (3-hr course). Also, a student desiring 
both Course 8 and the Space Course, could get both these courses 
In at the same hour of the day, runninq al I six days. Aqain, 
a student found not suited for Course 8, could be readily 
transferred to the Preparation Course reciting at the same hour. 
The above schedul lnq cal Is for ten sections of mathematics 
( f i rs t ye a r) i n the morn i n g • The ~resent sch e du I e ( I 9 I 6- I 7 ) 
calls for nine corresponding sections, there beinq one less 
3-hour section. With the new courses proposed, enough new 
s t u d e n t s w I I I come i n t o f I I I t h i s one e x t r a s e c t i on • A f u I I e r 
out I ine of the scheduling wi 11 be found at the end of this 
chapter. He r e we note that the proposition reqardinq the 
filling up of the Preparation Course is satisfied by making 
the Preraration Course a 3-hour course, thus bringing into it 
the misfit students of Course 8, and perhaps some students 
who .Qtherwise would choose logic in preference to Course 8 for 
meeting the University mathematics-logic requirement. 
VI I I~ Regardin g Seg regat ion of Art s and Enqineeri na s t ud ents . 
In section V of this chapter it was shown that the ptesent 
Course 3 is not the best 5-hour course for those students who 
de not go on with the second semester's work. Administrative 
c~nsiderations make the establishment of a special course for 
these students impracticable (even if it were known before-
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hand which students would net qo on with the second semester 
work). It is, however, possible to divide the Arts and Engineers 
in the two sections of Course 3 (Standard) at each of the two 
morninq hours, fill Ing up the Arts sections with Enqlneers If 
n e e d b e f o r b a I· an c e • We w o u I d t h e n h av e t w o c o u r s e s , v i z • 
Course 3 (Arts) and Course 3 (Enq). As subject matter for this 
Course 3 (Arts), use one of the Gombtnatton Texts, dividing the 
material included in such a text into two parts, such that the 
one semester's work would qlve the student a greater variety 
of topics and more valuable topics than he now gets from the 
one semester's 5-hour Trigonometry and Algebra course; and 
dlvldlnq the material so that there wouid be offered to the 
student a stronq incentive to continue the work into the 
second semester. The course could be a complete one-semester 
course, yet havinq a smoothly connected second semester sequel, 
w h i c h w ou I d d raw t he st u d en t on t . o t he comp I et i on of t he ye a r ' s 
work. The year's w~k would prepare adequately for the Calculus. 
But this same Oombination Text Scheme has been, or wi It be, 
proposed for the regular Course 3 (Standard), regardless of 
whether students be Arts or Engineers, hence the need of the 
separation of Arts students into a special class would seem 
to be obviated. This brings us, however, to the biqqer and 
more essential proposition, namely that of the general princi-
ple of segregation of Arts and Engineers in mathematics. This 
proposition we shal I here proceed to discuss. 
Separation of the two types of students make~: possible 
greater specialization for each, and permits a closer follow;.. 
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lnq cf the interests of each qroup. Non-separ a tion fosters 
mutual broadening, each qroup cominq in co,ntact with the view-
points of the other. But in first year mathematics qroups, 
there are not present distinctly Arts and distinctly En~ineer-
in~ view-points, by conjunction of which mutual broadening might 
result. The students in first year courses have not yet de-
veloped De.,,artment view-points and basic interests in mathematics, 
i n 
or~ a ny other subject, in fact~ Hence it would seem best to 
separate Arts and Enqineerinq students in the first year courses 
in order to a I Io w the d is t i n ct v i e w- points to de v e Io p and 
take form) and then in the second uear put the Arts and Enqi-
neerlng students to ~e t he r, fc 1r the . rurpose of this mutu a l 
broadeninq throuqh ccntact of the two view-points. The attutude 
of the Engineering student and the att Jt ude of the N on~ E nginee r-
inq student towards mathematics, are distinctly different---
and right1y so. The Engineering student in mathematics should 
never lose sight of the f act that he i s an Engineerinq student, 
nor should the Non-Enqineerinq student in mathematics fai I 
to realize that he is not an Enqineerinq student. Hence in 
first year mathematics courses we should foster the Enqineering 
and the Non~Enqineerinq view-points separately, combinin~ 
these in the second year courses f w the purpose of broadening 
the view-points and purposes and methods of b©th Engineer 
and Non~Enqineer. llence the separation of Arts and Enqineers in 
Ca u r s e 3 i s pro po s e d • A d m i n i s t rat i v e c o n s i d e r at i on s p rev e n t 
separation in Course I (Fast), even were it desired .. 
IX. Reqardi nq th e f ac to r s a t wor k i n p r oduc in q poss i b l e c ha nqe s 
in t he c ont e nt and int ens ity of fir st yea r mat hema tic s courses. 
Ourinq the past few years several chanqes have taken place 
in the orqanlzatinq of the University as a whole and in the or-
qanization of the mathematics courses. Some of these chanqes 
mlqht very wel I tend to brinq about improvement (or possibly 
deterioration) in the content and Intensity of the first year 
mathematics courses. For this reason some of these chanqes are 
I isted here in the hope that their effects may be further in-
vestiqated. 
I • Fr e v i o u s P re P a r a t i on o f s t u d en t s c cm i n q i n to t h e mat h em at i c s 
courses. 
2. Introduction of a rankinq qradinq system. 
3. Chanqe in the University from the YEAR basis to the SEMESTER 
basis. 
4. Elimination of separate mathematics courses for Arts and 
Engineerinq students~ 
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s. Introduction of the fast course suite~ and of two sections of 
Course 3, the material in the two sections beinq very simiiar, the 
sections differing essentially in respect to ability of the students. 
6. Introduction of a series of text books embodyinq, to a certain 
extent, certain pedaqoqical principles. 
Some of these propositions, not in exactly the for m stated 
here, are discussed somewhat in this study. Al I of the pol icles 
of the University and of the Dep.artment of Mathematics I isted above 
may 
tend to brinq about improvement or deterioration in the first 
year mathematics courses. For this reason further study is suggested. 
X. Reqard in q t he Probl em re ad er sy s t em . 
It is not the intention of this study to go Into the fine 
a nd 
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detai Is of class conductA t eachlng plans. The prooosition,though, 
of Problem teadin~ is, from the standpoint of the p roblem 
readers at least, of some interest. The problems handed In 
daily by students in first and second year mathematics courses 
are checked and recorded by student problem readers. These po-
sitions pay only scantily for the actual time spent in goinq 
over the note books. Both Enqineerinq and Arts student&, who 
did qood work in mathematics courses, are empioyed in this work. 
It woul·d seem advisable to ·put this work on a basis other· than 
that of 
the . financial recompense :only. It might be ~ut on a sort 
o f scholarship basis, Education s tudents planning to teach 
mathematics beinq employed for the work. This problem reading 
work wouid be excel lent traininq for these readers. The writer 
values very highly his experience as a ~oblem reader in 
rfathematics while an underqraduate student. An Educa.tion 
student reader could, moreover, affard to spend time in getting 
be 
in closer touch with the class work;. This ~Ou ' l'1 or practical use 
. . 
to beth the reader and to the instructor of the class. 
The problem readin~ f or the cDrrespondence courses 
in mathematics has ~een put on a basis similar to the one 
just proposed for the pr9blem rea d ing in first and second 
year University mathematics courses. The educational value 
of the problem reading (to an Education student) wculd make 
the position desirable and would secure more attention and 
time for the actual money expen ded. 
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XI . Compar i nq the present or qan iz a t io n of fi r st ye a r ma themat ic s 
wi th t he pr oposed or qa ni za t ion . 
By present organization we shal I here mean the courses 
as scheduled for the 19i6-17 school year. The purpose of this 
summary I s to show the n at u re and sch e du I i n g of the proposed 
c ou rs es , and to show how t he p re sen t or g an i z at i on and s c he du I • 
ing of courses can be made, by slight a -Iterations, to accomo• 
date the proposed organization and s c hedu f ing. 
r---~-~~;~::::~-;~::----------r---------;~:~:::~-;~::--------1 
Three sections of 5-hr 1st~ One section at each of two 
year courses at each of two morninq hours of Coursest I (Fast) 
morning hours. As many after- 3 (Arts), J(Enq), B( Gen Math), 
noon sections as needed. 
Each group of mornin g s ec -
t i o n s Li r (~ cl k s i 11 t o o n e ~. c c t i o t 1 
each of Courses I (Fast) , 3 (Nor-
mal), and 3 (Slow). Afternoon 
sections probably not divide. 
Three sections course 8,no 
provision for inter-transfe r. 
15 hrs under graduate math 
at 8 an d at 9 o'c f ock . 16 hr s 
at 10 o'clock. 2 1 hr s a t II, 
16 hrs at 2 , 8 to 18 hrs at 3 . 
-Total of 47 to 52 hours of 
Space, and Preparation. As many 
afternoon sections of Course 3 
(St andar d) a s nec e ssary, prob-
a b I y not divide. Separation at 
end of 3 weeks same as at pres-
ent. See Table X schedule :. for 
inter-transfer possibi I ities . . 
of various courses. 
24 hrs first-year math at 9 
o 'cloc k a nd at l'I o'clock. 5 t6 
10 hrs at afternoon hour, for 
ov e rflaw 5-hr students •. 
Tot a l of 53 to 58 hours of 
mathe ma tics f .w first yea r ma th ema tics for first year 
~~~~~::: _____________________ J_:~~~:::~----- ~~-----~~-~~~~~-1 
Thus we have before us not only the .proposal of what would 
seem to be a very servicable set o f first year mathematics 
courses, bat we also have the corresponding possible schedu-
I ing of these courses, this scheduling not a t al I! outreaching 
the administr ative possibil lties. 
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\ ' Resume of Chapter IV. 
It Is not at al I the purpose or Intention of this study 
to offer suggestions to the Department of MathematicSt'·as such, 
relative to the organization of courses for that Department. 
The actual situation in a representative unive·rsity is used 
in order qive mat~rlal form and an efficiency test to the 
general principles and propositions set forth In the study. 
The argument of the study becomes of concern when it ls 
shown to be capable of beinq put Into actual operation through 
the agency of the actual machinery of an actual lnst~tutlon •. 
The Academic principles underlying this particular and 
local study wt I I be enunciated and discussed somewhat In the 
fol lowing chapter. 
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CHAPTER V. 
A resume of the general principles involved, and the conclu-
sions to be drawn from this study. 
Introduction: 
The discussions of this paper thus far have centered close-
ly about the first year mathematics courses at the University 
of Missouri, even taking note of the last detail of putting the 
suggestions Into operation through the actual existing adminls-
tratlve machinery. The analyses and propositions have, how-
ever, been based first and fundamentally on educational prin-
clples, the administrative considerations serving as a prac~ 
ticabll lty test. The study thus far seems locat and particular, 
which a r e in . va lu e 
yet there stand out some general principles •enhanced·bY the 
fact that they can be put into actual operation. The contribution 
of this study, as manifested in the discussions of the ore-
consi s t s 
cedinq chapters, i · ·, in the discti~sions ~ of the abov e mention•d 
courses with the purpose, form~ content and organization 
suggested for them •. A particular situation has been analysed. 
It has been shown wherein certain first year mathematics 
courses do meet the situation, and wherein certain courses 
do not meet the situation, ~n the latter instances ~~ p ropq~e d 
t h e f o rm o f c o u rs e s w h i c h <s 11 p uM me e t t h e s i t u at i on ~ Le t u s h e re ,. 
then, recall and restate some of the general educational prin+ 
ciples underlying and fundamentally directing this ~tudy~ 
I. The field of first year mathematics and the ty~ e s of 
courses n e e ~~ in this fi e l d. 
There is throughou t th e Unite d States a growing tendency 
and necessity for the universities to teach anuthtn« anyone 
m!~ht care to learn. In mathematics this means the tendency 
and necessity of teaching to maturer students those subjects 
qenerally considered as belonqing essentially in the second:... 
ary schools. The local sotution for meeting this situation 
lay In the three proposed 3-hour, one-semester, first year 
courses, viz. General Mathematics, Course 8, a citizenship 
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tralninq type of course; Preparation Course~ for those students 
not ab le or prepared to do standard Triqonometry and Col leqe 
Algebra work; Sp ace Perception Course, desiqned to qive a 
more I lberal space traininq than is usually qiven in a hiqh 
schoo I So Ii d Geometry cou.rse. 
One or al I of these courses, r e rh ap s , shou Id be taken by 
every university student who has not previously received the 
e q u i v a I en t t r a i n I n q • Th i s i s the le as t math em at i ca I t r a i n ·i n q 
and equipment with which a university student should presume 
to meet his obliqations to society. Quantitative thinking is 
essential to intelliqent citizenship .• And this is the service 
of mathematics---not primarily service to the individual for 
his individual needs--~but service to society throuqh trained 
citizens. 
The technic a l r r es~ nt a tion J of mathematics, pre-supposing 
t ha t 
the ideals a nd information me ntioned above, demandsAthe courses be 
s o o r q an i z e d as t o q i v e t he mo s t ad e q cJ a t e 1afld e f f i c i e n t s e r v i c e • 
Alqebra, Triqonometry and An a lytic Geometry are the courses 
usually Included in the first year mathematics work. For 
specially prepared students, Calculus is sometimes taken up in 
the first year's work. The question of · the best form for pre-
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sent Ing these subjects ls wel I worth considering. The local 
solution of this proposition, dlscus~ed in preceding chapters, 
lay In the proposed suite of 5-hour first year courses; 
I. Elementary Analysis, Course I (Fast), for students of special 
mathematics preparation and _exc er t ·i ona l abi I ity, covering In 
one semester the essential material and processes of Algebra, 
Trigonometry ( review and orientation) and Analytic Geometry, 
this course serving for both Arts and Engineering students. 
The second semester would then Include a good half of the Cal-
culus, the year's work to be fol lowed by a }"'hour course 
running through the next year, completing the Calculus and 
Elementary Differential Equations and Applications. 
2. Course 3, Trigonometry and Alqebra and possibly some Analytic 
Geometry, for ARTS students. in the first semester, and the 
completion of this in the second semester~ This course would havet 
practically the same material as is covered in the first sem-
ester of the Elementary Analysis course described above, more 
time being required on account of the students not having as 
extensive mathematics preparation as have the above students. 
A combination text is recommended so th ~ t a single semester 
of this course might give the student qreater variety and 
more useful material than is found in the one semester of 
Algebra and Trigonometry alone. 
3. Course 3, Trigonometry and Algebra, for ENGINEERING students, 
the same general type of course as the above, the students 
here being Engineering students ~ This separation of Arts and 
Enqine'ering students will be summarized in later paragraphs. 
The two qrou.ps of mathematics courses described above, each 
representing a fundamental phase of mathematisc, point out to 
us at least two fundamental tendencies in the field of mathema-
tics. The one is the humantzin~ of ~athematics, typified by the 
citizenship trainin~ and the space verception types of courses 
now existing or herein proposed. These are the result of • • .• • 
"a certain unrest and tendency towar~ investigation of the 
purpose and meaning of the subject matter that we teach and Its 
relation to the I ife of the community. There has been a change 
from the older scholastic attitude throughout our col leqes 
toward a more critical attitude reqardinq the usefulness and 
the ultimate justification of our instruction. This does not 
Imply an attitude of commercial ism or uti I itarianism, but only 
a purely scientific inquiry into the grounds for giving in;-
struction iit h respect to the larger divisions of knowledge 
and with respect to the minor topics in each subject". • 
A second fundamental tendency in mathematics and in educa-
t i on a I d i s c u s s i on i n q en e r a I , i n d i c ate d i n t he ab o v e q u o t at 1 on •, 
lies in the examination of the actual topics and processes of 
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mathematics courses most suitable for the mathematical training 
of different students ••• • . • "In so far as the vurel1.1 veda~o~ical 
questions are concerned, many have labored and are laboring tp 
solve these questions. With respect to those more technical 
questions which involve a proresstonal knowled~e or the par~ 
ticular subject, however, only those trained in that subject 
could be expected to solve the problems or even to fully com• 
* prehend them". He r e we shal I mention but one su~h topicjvi z . 
*LR.Hedrick in School a nd Soci e ty 
. , 
Descriptive Geometry. Is it a course valuable only to 
E n g I n e e r s a n d as s u c h t o b e k e p t a t e c h n I c a I , ~ r of e s s I o n a I 
subject in a pr.ofesslonal Department, or ls it a subject of 
more than professional, engineering concern7 If it is funda• 
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mentall'y and exclusively a professional,s.nqffleerlnq s ubjectp 
then it does rightfully belong exclusively in the Engineer-
in ~ Department. But is the subject, by its very nature, strictly 
limited in its service to the engineering profession and 
practice? Mathematics men at Washington University are inter-
ested In a movement toward putting Descriptive Geometry in 
some of its vadous f0trms into a field not wholly restricted 
to the engineering profession. I n an s we r t o a re q u e s t of t he s e 
men f0tr a discussion of this proposition, Professor Roever 
says this: •••• "Now the object of Descriptive Geometry is to 
represent_§Q.?.9~_ QQj~~1§ by corresponding £l2!l!L[J.9i'!"!l§ in such 
a way that the correspondence is unique and unambiguous •••••• 
Certain branches of Descriptive Geometry enable us to make 
pictures which help to develop the power of svace visualization~ 
and this power, as every mathematician knows, is a great asset 
I 
at least in certain branches of mathematics. An examination 
of the bod<s on Pure and Applied Mathematics shows clearly 
that the authors of mathematical works pay very little atten-
tion to the proper drawing of figures."~~ ••• From the stand~ 
po·lnt of mathematics verse, it would seem, from the above, 
that Descriptive Geometry is of some importance to other than 
Engineering students. The teachers of al I space subjects 
should possess a goqd kno~ledge of Descriptive Geometry. But 
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this aqaln ls a proposition on the border of the field of this 
study. The Nathematical Tratntn ~ or Teachers or Nathemattcs Is 
a subject well: wothy .of further study .. The "American Mathemati-
c a 1· Mon t h I y " h as c a I I e d f o r a s y m po s i um o n t h i s v e r y q u e s t I on •. 
( See March 1916 issue of the "American Mathematical Monthly".) 
I I . Reqa r d l nq te x t boo ks f o r fir st y ea r ma t he ma t i c s cou rses. 
and t he i r esse nti a l s har ac t e r i sti cs . 
This study is net concerned with any particular text or 
texts for first year ~athematics courses. But it is concerned 
with some of the general Principles involved in,and r ep resent-
ed by, v a rious t exts for va rious courses. · As has al re ady been 
I 
pointed out ., any mu l t iciplici'ty in nu mber of texts used in a 
g iv e n cours e , me ans a c orrespond .in g mu ltici p licity in termi-
nolo qy and ·a c on seq uent d iffu s i.on of ener g ies an d· dissi pation 
of continuity. The writer has just read the manuscript of a 
Combination Text for first year mathematics, about to go to 
p re s s ; a I! s o a t e x t of t h e · s am e q e n e r a I t y p e , rec e n t I y p u b-
!!shed, has been carefuily and critical ~ y examined. Two or 
three more such texts are wel I under way of preparation. Al I 
these typify a distinct movement in the field of first year 
collegiate mathematics .. This whote move ment represents the 
mature effort of men standing high in the prp·fession of con-
structive, scientific,. mathematical progress. These texts 
represent, in their fl~ld ~ the spirit of careful, scientific, 
educational activity, founded on and demanding a professional 
knowled~e of the subject under aonsideration. 
Relative to the actual working of a first year mathematics 
course using a Combination Text, Prp.fesscr Slichter J f Wis-
i n a p e rs o n a I I· e t t e r to t he w r i t e r , 
consln,,.says this; •••.• "The Elementary Anaiysis (combination 
' . 
56 . 
te~t) is tauqht to all first year Enqineering students at Wis+ 
consin. We spend about two weeks in a review of hiqh school 
Alqebra, after which we give a written examination in Algebra. 
Thos e students that show th<tt they need more w.ork in Algebra 
(about 20%) are given that work in regular classes~ and the 
rest go ahead with the text in Elementary Analysis. We are 
much pleased with the results. We feel: that much time is gain-
ed, that the students take a qreater interest in their work, 
and that a more scientific attitude and poise is attaine~ by 
them, compared to the results of routine courses of the usual 
fr .e s h ma n t y p e " • • • • • • • T h i s i s q u o t e d n o t a s t h e r-e r s o n a I 
,views of a certain person, but as expressing happily the 
claims of all C:ombinatlon 'fexts and of all courses based on 
them. This raises the question of the meth~d of procedure in 
the p~esentation of any subject. A combination text re~resents 
somewhat the idea of working from the more general proposition 
toward the specific detai Is~ whereas the separate course texts 
represent somewhat the idea of working toward the more general 
propositions from the specific details scientifically and 
logically present e d. This again is a general pedagogical 
proposition, demanding a ~ifesstonal knowled~e of the subject 
under sonsideration. 
In the f .oregoing discussion, the writer's idea of a Combt-
nation Text cal Is for a real unified course, ~ot a mere 'tandem' 
affair of three subjects in a singfe binding~ 
57. 
I I I. Reqardinq se~re~ation of students. 
Seq re g at t o n o f s t u de n t s . or s e p a r a ti on o f s t u d e n t s I n to 
various groups for various purp·oses Is a princil)le a.pp I ied 
in al I phases of Administrative Educational ~oblems. As re-
qards first year mathematics, the local considerations in 
the preceding chapters led to this: 
I • On e t y p e of s e q re q at i o n i s mad e o:n t he b a s i s o f ab [ l i t y 
of the students, the courses being then somewhat modified 
In content and conduct acc . ~dlnq to the quality ~ the student 
group put into the different courses. The principle proposed 
b y t h e w r i t e r i n t h I s s t u d y i s n o t a s e ~ re ~ a t i on on t he b as i s 
of abilttu alone with the consequent unfortunate results point~ 
e d o u t , b u t r at h e ·r a s e p u r a t t o n o f s t Li d e n t s c a I I e d f o r b y 
establishing different cour s es into which students are di-
rected according to the fitness of th e student for the course 
and the suitability of the c.aurse for the needs of the student. 
Fundamentally distinct courses are estab :I ished, and students 
of al I abilities are directed into the cours e for which they 
are best prepared and which are math ematically best suited to 
the needs and purposes of the students,. J eg re,ga·t ii 'o'n d rt t i ife b3sis 
of abil-ity a lo·ri e p l aces · ·.: the students who are mo s t likely to 
NOT succeed in a qiven course into th at course. It a lso · g:.:r ou:ps 
the students most I ikely to do exceptionally qood work in a 
qlven course into th at course. The wfr.i.t er' s criticism .-O f th'.i isi s 
be I i e f 
scheme i sl b ase:d: d_rt ·,n Fs -.,.':. tha~ J :t s .fX3 .1J C h olo ~ ical ef(ec ts t ;te nd it o 
~C'l.l . '16 n an actu a l intell ectu a l ac c omp lishme nt on th e part of 
the students which is less extensive and intensiv e than 
that which miqht be attained by the different ~rinciole of 
separate courses. The ~oposed separation sets up standard, 
d tst inct courses, .open to al I studmtsto whom the courses 
are considered best suited. On this basis It is maintained 
that each student is served by a course properly graduated 
the 
to his needs and ~urposes, and that he wi I I get.mast actual 
mathematical knowledge out of the course. In any event, the 
actual ~rades qiven, evedently , under a ranking grading 
system, wi I I alw ays be the . same. 
The proposition of seoaratinq ARTS and ENGINEERING 
tw o 
students was quite qenerally discussed In the,.precedinq t·. 
chapters. The conclusion was this: Separate Arts and Enqi-
neerinq students in th e first uear courses in or der to foster 
the development of th e two view-points; then in the second 
year put them toqether for mutual broadeninq and vital izlnq 
of view-points and purpo s es. 
At a round-table discussion of the propo s ition of dif-
58 . 
ferent mathematics courses for Arts and f a r Enqineerin q students, 
various well known mathe matics men Pres e nt made the following 
meeting). 
remarks, in sub s t anc e : (Fr orn t he writ e r's not es t ilk en a t this ·: 
.. 
"Sarne work for al I (Arts an d En q inee_rinq) students". 
"Professor ---~~---'s Elementary Analysis for Enqineers; Arts 
take mathematics pure and unadulterated". 
"Messrs. ---- and ---- are makinq a ~ eneral mathematics book~ 
"Mathematics for al I that wi I I p~epare for hi·qher courses". 
Thus we see that opinion was divided on this question. the 
administrative considerations perhaps controllinq partly. 
5 9. 
R ~ sum ~ of ori en ta ti on of this s tu dy and of fur the r studies . 
Cnly within recent years, and in fact, within recent months, 
have the underqraduate university mathematics courses been re-
ceiving effectually organized attention. One of the early 
Vo I. J; X, p . j 02~ 
activities in this field was the presidential address of Pro-
(publ i shed in t he Bu ll etin o f the Ame ri ca n Ma t hematica l Society,. 
fessor E.H.Moore,.before the American Mathematical Society in 
the 1902 meetinq. The names of Perry an d Borel and Klein are 
connected with I ike movements in En g land and France and Germany. 
Another indication of desired activity in this field was the 
joint meetinq of mat hematicians and engineers at Chicaq o in 1907. 
The re-or qanization of the "American Mathefllatical Monthly" f.or 
the purpos e of rnee tirig the needs of th e col leqi a te mat hematics 
field, marks, perhaps, th e most effective efforts in this field. 
The partial fruition of the efforts of the ~en ba ck of this 
journal is found in the or qa niz a tion of the "Mathematical 
Association of Ame rica". (Orq anized January 1916). This orqani-
zation stands for 'm a therra tical research' in the broader 
sense of the w or d ' research ' • Th i s study has bee n enc o u r a q e d , 
inspired and co16red by the ideals a nd i:: rinciples fP.r which 
t he As soc i at i on s tan d s • As a me rn b e r o f t he As s oc i at i on , w i t h 
field of work in China, the writer fe e ls an added responsibility 
attached to hi s work in th e Pekin g school----not only as con-
cerns the mathematics work in this particular school, but 
also as concerns th e proposition of havinq a part in he lpinq 
to formutate and or ga niz e the ma thematics work in al I the 
scho·ols of China. Herein lies a larqe field for study and ac-
tivity. The field is com pa rativ e ly fallow, and upon those 
now enqaged in establishing a mathematics system therein, 
rests the responsibi I ity of the efficiency of the system es-
tablished, and the responsibility of the 'traditions' set up 
f cr mathematics in the whole school system of the country. 
60 . 
The public elementary schools, imtermediate schools, high 
schools, colleges, technical schools and universities of China 
are just now in process of re-crqanization along I ines of the 
best thfnqs in the educational systems of America and Europe. 
Western Subjects are beinq put into the schools along with 
the best portions of the older Chinese subjects. American text 
books of History and Science and Ma the ma tics are beinq translat-
ed directly into Chinese; also, these American texts are beinq 
re-edited both in Enqlish a nd i n Chinese, to suit t he needs 
of the Chinese schools; and some texts are being written en-
tirely for the Chinese schools, both in English an d in Chinese .. 
All this demands many ne w wo·rds and definitions in the languaqe, 
the Chinese lanquage not lendinq itself readily to expressing 
scientific ideas in scientific terminology .. A great deal of 
progress has been made in the way of developing a Nedtcal 
terminology and I iterature. Work of this nature in al I the 
sciences and in mathematics is much needed. As stated 
before, the field is fa! low, and America should have a part in 
the work. 
It is in this field of mathematics and education that the 
writer purposes to continue this study and carry on mathematical 
research in some of its many professional and educational phases;i 
* * * * * * * * 
6 1. 
B I S L I O C~ APIJ Y M~ D O Tl !E ~  so uc\ CCS OF I N FO~ lvlA T I ON : 
T h i s s t u d y i s ex p e r i me n t a I an d s t at i s t i c a I: i n n a t u re , h e n c e 
it has a peculiar biblioqraphy. The articles bearinq on this sub-
ject which were not consulted are manked(*). 
I. Books •. 
Various hiqh school mathematics text books of the different types. 
First year university mathematics text books consistinq of~ 
a.Several standard texts such as Rothrock's Triqonometry, Ken-
yon and lnqold Triqonornetry, Fite's Col leqe Alqebra, etc, etc. 
b.Two combination texts for first year university mathematics 
c<Yurses, vi z. S I ichter's Elem entary Analysis, and the ma nuscript 
of a combination text about to qo to Press. 
Missouri Pu b lic Sc hool Rep ort for 19 14 and for 19 15. 
Yule's text book on St a tistics a nd Probabi I ities. 
Descriotive Geometry te xt books, books on the Psycholoqy of Space 
Pere et ion, and various psychological, and pedagog i cal discussions 
of mathematics. 
Catalogs of the Univer s ity of Mis s ouri and of va rious other 
colleqes an d universities. 
Foreiqn mathem atics text boo ks an d school c a taloqs. 
Eas y Mathemat ics by Sir OI iv e r Lo dqe . * 
Several combinat io n tex ts in prepar a t ion. * 
62 . 
I I . Maqaz i nes an d pub Ii cations. 
0 ~ ~· ~-
T h e Ame r i c a n Mat h em at i c a I Mon t h I y , a I I i s s u e s s i n c e I 9 I 2 , e s p e c i'a I I y 
~~.. cf ).I 
"(3 the latter issues of 1915 and the January, February, March an 
April Issues of 191 6 . 
School Science and Mathematics,(a monthly journal dealing with 
secondary school mathematics and sciences}, al I issues since 1909. 
School and Society, article by Professcr E.R.Hedrick in issue. 
Bulletin of The American Ma thematical Society, 1915 and 1916. 
Student and faculty pub I ications of Tsing Hua College at Peking China •. 
Mag azine articles reid or discussed in a seminar course in 
Current Problems, (Dr. Pyle, Fal I 19i5). 
63. 
111. Oth e r sourc e s of information. 
correspondence relative to the organization and purposes of the 
Ntathematical Association of America, in the hands of Professor 
E.R.Hedrick, first president of the Asscciation. 
Correspondence of the writer with professors of mathematics in 
various universities and colleqes. 
Meetinqs attended by the writer this (i9i5-16) school year: 
a.The American Mathematical Society, in St. Louis, Nnvember 1915. 
b.Cal I meetinq for discussing the proposition of organizing a 
new mathematical association ( Mathematical Asspciation of America 
in preliminary form 
was temporarly orqanized), in St. Louis, November 1915. 
c.Conference of College Teachers of Ma thematics, in St. Louis, 
November 1915. 
d.Conference of Su pe rinten cie bt s and Principals, M.igh School Day, 1916. 
Manuscript submitted for publication in the American Mathematical 
Monthly which has not yet been published. 
Records in the Registrar's Office. 
Records of the Department of Wathematics----courses given at 
various times, qrades of student~, etc. 
Work as head of the mathematics department in a hiqh school of 
. • • I I f . . . d . I I f ( I 9h j o t P jg j E ' M1ssour1, 1n a co ege o M1ssour1, an 1n a co ege o C 1na. ,. 
Work as an assistant in mathematics at the University of Missouri 
1915-16 and as a problem reader in mathematics in 1909-09 
- -
and 1909- Io. 
Columbia-. M.ise'.Ouri 
May II, I9I6 • . 
D'ean Walter Miltl.er 
Graduate S'chool 
University of Wissouri 
Dear sir: : 
r hereby approve the thesis entitled 
"First Year Mathematics Courses", submitted 
by Mr. Albert Hein~. in partial fulfilment 
of the require~ents for the degree of 
'Master of Arts, and recommend that it be 
accepted. 
Respectfully, 
~. jJ Ck-~ 
\ 
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